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ABSTRACT 
This thesis concerns on the scores of tournaments and 
oriented graphs. Work on the scores of the tournaments Is 
reviewed and some results are mentioned. A formula to 
evaluate the number of bipartite score lists of order 2xn is 
reported. The condition for score lists In bipartite 
tournaments to be self-converse is obtained.Simple and self-
converse score lists in oriented graphs have been 
characterized. Algorithms,one for generating score lists of 
an oriented graph of a given order in lexicographic order 
and the other for constructing an oriented graph with a 
given score list are presented.Characterization of scores of 
oriented bipartite,tripartite and n-partite graphs is given. 
An existence and constructive criterion for lists of 
non-negative integers in nondecreasing order to be the score 
lists of oriented bipartite or tripartite, or n-partite 
graph is obtained. The characterization of self-converse 
score lists in oriented bipartite graphs is also given. 
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CHAPTER-1 
INTRODUCTION 
The tournament theory is one of the richest theories in 
directed graphs. Tournaments provide a model of the 
statistical technique called the method of paired 
comparisons. This method is applied when there are a number 
of objects to be judged on the basis of some criterion and 
it is impracticable to consider them a11 simultaneously. The 
objects are compared two at a time and one member of each 
pair is chosen. This method and related topics have been 
discussed in David [12] and Kendall [21]. Tourn2unents have 
also been studied in connection with sociometric relation in 
small groups. A survey of some of these investigations has 
been given by Coleman [10]. Harary et al [17] in 1965 for 
the first time made a systematic study of the tournaments 
and presented the known results in their book [17]. The 
pioneering work on tournaments has been reported by Moon 
[34] in his book "Topics on Tournaments".which was published 
in 1968. A very useful and extensive survey as well as a 
bibliography (containing 95 references) of the work on 
tournaments has been published by Reid and Beineke [36] in 
1978. Since then much work has been reported on tournaments 
in different Journals.One more class of tournaments is bipa-
rt1te tournaments which were for the first tinne stuaiea by 
Moon [32] in his doctoral dissertation in 1962. 
One of the important aspects of tournaments is the 
score structure. Much work has been done on the scores of 
tournaments, a brief review of which is given in Chapter 2. 
The literature on the scores of the tournaments can be also 
found in [3,5,6,7,9,15,16,20,22,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,39,40, 
41,42,43]. 
Oriented graphs form one more class of directed graphs 
and differ from tournaments in that not all pairs of 
vertices need be joined by an arc (Recall that in a 
tournament a11 pairs of vertices are joined exactly by an 
arc). Thus it can be mentioned that the results on 
tournaments can be extended to oriented graphs in general. 
Recently Avery [2] has given the concept of score structure 
in oriented graphs and proved some results. 
SOME BASIC DEFIKflTIQNS 
We mention here some definitions and concepts related 
to the tournaments and oriented graphs. Other definitions 
can be found in any text book on Graph Theory [4,8,11,17,19, 
36,37]. 
Definition 1.1. A graph Q consists of a finite nonempty set 
V=V(Q) of p vertices known as the vertex set, together with 
a prescribed set E of q unordered pairs of distinct vertices 
of V. The set E is known as the arc set and the elements of 
E are known as arcs. If e=(a,b) is an arc, then e is said to 
join a and b. 
Definition 1.2. VThen a vertex v is an end vertex of some arc 
e, V and e are said to be incident to each other. Two nonpa-
rallel arcs are said to be adjacent if they are incident on 
on a common vertex. 
Definition 1.3. The outdegree odv (indegree idv) of a vertex 
V is the number of vertices adjacent from it ( to it). 
Definition 1.4. A walk in a graph is an alternating list of 
vertices and arcs, beginning and ending with vertices such 
that each arc is incident with the vertices preceding and 
following it. If the walk begins and ends at the same vertex 
it is said to be dosed, otherwise it is open. An open walk 
in which no vertex appears more than once is called a path. 
A cycle is a closed path. 
Definition 1.5. If there is a path from a vertex u to the 
vertex v, then v is said to be reachable from u. 
Definition 1.6. A subgraph of a graph Q is a graph having 
all its vertices and arcs in G. 
Definition 1.7. For any subset S of V(G) of a graph G, the 
induced subgraph <S> is the maximal subgraph of G with 
vertex set S. 
Definition 1.8. The complete graph K has every pair of its 
n 
n vertices adjacent. 
Definition 1.9. A bipartite graph G is a graph whose vertex 
set V can be partitioned into two subsets V and V such that 
every arc of G joins V, and V^. 
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Definition 1.10. A complete bipartite graph G is a graph 
whose vertex set V is partitioned into two nonempty subsets 
V and V such that (u,v) is an arc for each u in V and 
each V in V^. If |V^|=m and lv^|=n , we write G = K 
2 ' 1 ' '2' m,n 
Definition 1.11. Two graphs G =(V^,E^) and G2~^^2'^2^ *''® 
isomorphic, denoted by G - G if there exists a one to one 
correspondence between their vertex sets V and V which 
preserves adjacencies. 
Definition 1.12. A directed graph G or digraph consists of 
a finite nonempty set V of vertices, known as the vertex set 
set, togather with a prescribed collection E of ordered 
pairs of distinct vertices, known as the arc set. D=(V,E) 
represents a directed graph with vertex set V and arc set 
E. If e=(u,v) is an arc of a directed graph, then u is 
adjacent to v and v is adjacent from u. 
Definition 1.13. A directed graph is strong if ewery two 
vertices are mutally reachable. 
Definition 1.14. The converse graph D' of D has the satae 
vertex set as D but the orientations of the arcs are 
reversed. 
Definition 1.15. A strong component of a directed graph is a 
maximal strong subgraph. 
Definition 1.16. A directed graph D is self-converse if D=D' . 
Definition 1.17. An oriented graph D is a directed graph 
with no symmetric pairs of arcs and without loops. 
Definition 1.18. A tournament T=(V,E) is a complete oriented 
graph with vertex set V={v ,v ,...,v } and arc set E, that 
is for every pair of vertices v. and v. either (v.,v.) or 
(v.,v.) is an arc but not both. The score of a vertex v. 
denoted by S or simply s., is the outdegree of v.. The 
i 
list S=[8^,s„,... ,s ] with Ols^<s„ — <s < n-1 is called the 1 2 n 1 2 n 
score list of a tournament T. 
Definition 1.19. A bipartite tournament is a complete 
oriented bipartite graph. 
Definition 1.20. In any tournament a vertex u dominates v if 
(u,v) is an arc. 
CHAPTER-2 
ON THE SCORES OF TOURNAMENTS 
In this chapter, we study some properties of score 
lists of tournaments. We give a brief review of strong, 
simple and self-converse score lists of tournaments. Also 
some known results on the scores of bipartite tournaments 
are reported. We obtain a formula to evaluate the number of 
bipartite score lists of order 2Xn. A condition for score 
lists in bipartite tournaments to be self-converse is 
obtained. Finally, characterization of score lists of tripa-
rtite and n-partite tournaments are studied. 
A tournament can be interpreted as a competition where 
n participants play each other once in a match that cannot 
end in a tie, and score one point for each win. Player v. 
is represented in the tournament by vertex v. and an arc 
from V. to V. means v. defeats v.. 
1 J 1 J 
Definition 2.1. A score list S=[s ,s ,...,s ] is said to be 
realizable by a tournament T if there exists a tournament T 
with V(T)={v ,v ,...,V } such that s. is the score of v. for 
all 1^i<n. Such a T is known as the realization of S.A score 
list S is regular if s =s„=...=s and near-regular if the 
1 2 n 
maximum difference between its scores is one. 
The following result of Landau [23] gives a condition 
for an arbitrary integer list to be the score structure of 
some tournament. 
Theorem 2.1. Let S=[8 ,s ,...,s ] be a nondecreasing list of 
n non-negative integers not exceeding n-1. Let S be 
obtained from S by deleting one entry s, and reducing n-1-s. 
largest entries of S by 1 each. Then S is a score list if 
and only if S is. 
Definition 2.2. A score list S is said to be strong if a11 
the tournaments T with score list S are strong.Landau's [23] 
existence criterion is stated below. It includes a condition 
to find which score lists are strong. 
Theorem 2.2. A nondecreasing list [s ,s ,...,s ] of non-
negative integers is the score list of a tourneunent if and 
only if for k=1,2,...,n 
r 8 >MJllU 
with equality for k=n. 
Furthermore, the score list is strong if and only if 
for 1<k<n-1 
« k(k-1) _ ^ n(n-1) 
E s. > —^ and Zs. = - ^ - . 
1=1 1=1 
Definition 2.3. Let T be a tournament with score list S. The 
strong components of S are the score 1i sts of the strong 
components of T. The following result, which is an 
extension of Theorem 11.13 [1] gives all the strong 
components of T. 
Theorem 2.3. Let T be a tournament and S=[s ,s ,...,8 ] be 
the score 1i st of T. 
Suppose 
E s. -BiEzn 
1 2 i = 1 
and 
E s > ^^^l^^ for p+1<k<q-1 
i = 1 
where Q<p<q£n. 
Then the subtournament induced by the vertices 
{v V } is a strong component of T with score list 
p+1 q 
[s -p,...,s - p ] . 
p+i q 
a 
Theorem 2.3 shows that the strong components of S are 
determined by the successive values of k for which 
i=l 
Definition 2.4. Let S^ = Cs^ ^  ,s^2'• • • »®i„l "^^ ^ ^ 2~^®21'^22*" " 
.8 1 be two score lists of order m and n respectively. 
2n 
Define 
S +S =[8 ,s ^ s. , m+s„^, m+s^_,... ,m+s_ ]. 
1 2 11 12 1m 21 22 2n 
Obviously S +S is a score list of order m+n. The plus 
1 2 
operation defined above is associative but not commutative. 
Suppose S ,S ,...,8 are the strong components of a 
1 Z K 
score list S=[s ,s ,...,s ]. The strong components S .S^,---
,S such that S=S +S + +S is known as the strong 
k 1 z K 
component decomposition of S. 
Definition 2.5. Let T ,T , — , T be the tournaments with 
disjoint vertex sets. Then T=[T ,T , ,T ] denotes the tou-
rnament obtained from T , 1<i<k, by joining every vertex of 
T to all the vertices of T with 1<i<j<k. If T ,i=1,2 k 
are the strong components of a tournament T, then the strong 
components may be arranged in such a way that T=[T ,T ,..., 
T ]. Such a decomposition is called strong component decomp-
osition of T, which is unique. 
Definition 2.5. Let S=[s,,8^,...,s ] be the score list of a 
1 2 n 
tournament T. Then S'=[n-1-s ,...,n-1-s^] is the score list 
n I 
of T' , the converse of T. 
SIMPLE SCORE LISTS 
A score list S=[s ,s , ,s ] is said to be simple if 
all the tourneunents having this score list are Isomorphic to 
each other. Avery [1] has characterized the simple score 
lists. 
Lenana 2.1. A score list S is simple if and only if every 
strong component of S is simple. 
Theorem 2.5.[11. A strong score list S is simple if and only 
if it is one of [O],[1,1,1],[1,1,2,2] and [2,2,2,2,2]. 
It foillows from Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.5 that a 
score list is simple if and only if its strong components 
are of the type [O],[1,1,1],[1,1,2,2] and [2,2,2.2,2]. 
Avery [1] gave a recursive relation to find the number 
of simple score lists of order n. 
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Theorem 2.6. Let s(n) denote the number of simple score 
lists of order n. Then 
s(n)=s(n-1)+s(n-3)+8(n-4)+s(n-5), 
where 8(k)=o if k>0 and s(0)=1. 
SELF-CONVERSE SCORE LISTS 
A score list S=[s^,8^ s ] is said to be self-
1 2 n 
converse if a11 the tournaments T having the score list S 
are self-converse, that is T =T' . 
Epiett [13] has characterized the self- converse score 
1i sts. 
Theorem 2.7. A score list S=[s,s,...,s ] is self-converse 
if and only if 
8 +s ^_.=n-1 for 1<i<n. ...(2.7.1) 
This theorem is equivalent to saying that S is 
self-converse if and only if S=S' . One needs to verify 
equation (2.7.1) only for 1=1,2, ,[n/2]. Suppose S is a 
score list and S=S +S +...+S be its strong component 
decomposition. Then S'=S'+S' +.. .+S' will be the strong 
component decomposition of S' . Thus S is self-converse if 
and only if S.=s; ^ ^ for 1<i<k. i k+1-i 
11 
DEVIATION LIST OF A SCORE LIST 
Gervacio [IS] defined the (transitive) deviation list 
of the list of integers [s ,s ,...,s ] to be the list [d ,d 
,...,d ] where d.=s.-(i-1) and called d. the deviation of 
n 1 1 1 
s..The list [s ,s ,...,s ] is nondecreasing if and only if 
k 
d.-d. <1 for each i<n. Also for each k=:1,2,... ,n, T d.= 
k ' 'V 1=1 ' 
J] 8'~(« )f SO that a nondecreasing list of Integers [s ,s , 
1=1 
...,8 ] is a score list if and only if its deviation list 
" k 
[d ,d , ...,d ] satisfies J^  d .>0 for k=1,2,...,n with 
1 = 1 
equality for k=n. 
Gervacio [15] gave an algorithm for constructing a 
tournament with a given score list. 
Let De=[d ,d ,...,d ] be the deviation list of a score 
list S = [s ,s ,...,s ]. It can be observed that De'=[-d ,-
d _ ~*^ i-' ^ ® ^^® deviation list of S'. Suppose De =[d , 
d , ...,d ] and De_=[d_^ d,»„i'--.d- ] be the deviation iz im 2 21, 22 2n 
lists of the score lists ^ =[8 ,s s ] and S =[s , 
s ,...,3 ] respectively. Define De +De^=[d..,d.^,..., d^  , 
^c, £.n 1 £ 1 1 1 2 im 
d ,d ,...,d ]. It is easy to see that De +De is the 
deviation list of S +S . Let De ,De ,...,De be the 
deviation lists of the strong components S ,S ,...,S of a 
score list S=[s ,s ,...,s ] whose deviation list is De=[d , 
12 
<*«..•• I d ]. Then De=De^ +De„+ +De, and De' =DG; +De! +.. . + 
2 n 1 2 k k k-1 
De'. 
We give below some results related with deviation 
lists, which can be easily proved. 
Theorem 2.8. Let De=[d ,d ,...,d ] be the deviation list of 
the score list S=[s ,s ,...,s ]. Then every deviation 
satisfies the inequalities 
2 i 2 
Remark 2.1. It can be observed that the deviations of a 
score list satisfy the inequalities 
1- - < d. ^ - -1, when n is even 2 1 2 
and 
—z— ^ d.^ —T- , when n is odd. 
Theorem 2.9. Let De=[d ,d ,...,d ] be the deviation list 
of a score list S=[8 ,s ,...,s ]. Then S is strong if and 
only if for 1<k<n-1 
k n 
J] d.> o and J) d.=o. 
i=1 i=1 
P q k 
Also if ^ d.-o, £ d =o and £ d > o 
i=1 i=1 ^ i=1 ^ 
13 
for p+1<k<q-1, where 0<p<q<n, then the scor* list whose 
deviation list is [d ,d , ,d ] is a strong component 
of S. 
Theorem 2.10. A score list is simple if and only if each of 
its strong components has deviation lists one from [0],[1,0, 
-1],[1,0,0,-1], and [2,1,0,-1,-2]. 
Theorem 2.11. A score list S =[s.,S2' — '®n^ ^* self-
converse if and only if its deviation list De=[d ,d ,...,d ] 
satisfies 
d.+d , . = o for all i, 1<i<n. 
1 n+1-1 
SCORE LISTS OF BIPARTITE TOURNAMENTS 
Beineke [5] has made comparisons of the results for the 
two classes of tournaments, namely ordinary tournaments and 
bipartite tournaments. Bipartite tournaments can be conside-
red as the result of competition between the individuals of 
two teams, or comparison between the items in two sets. In 
the case of competition between the individuals of two 
teams, each player of a team plays with every player of the 
other team without having ties (draws). In the event 
of comparison between the items in two sets one is asked to 
14 
give his choice of each item in one set to every item in the 
other set. 
An mxn bipartite tourneunent T consists of two parts,say 
X={x.,x„,...,x^} and Y ={y,,y.,...,y„} of vertices, and mn I z m \ c. n 
arcs between X and Y. If the scores (or outdegrees) of 
X. and y. are denoted by a. and b. respectively, for 1<i<m 
1 J 1 J 
and l^j^n, then A=[a^,a„,...,a ] and B=[b ,b ,...,b ] with 
1 z m 1 ^ «• 
Q<a <a < . . .<a <x\ and Q<b <b < . . .<b <m are called the score 1 2 m 1 2 n 
1i sts of T. 
Definition 2.6. Let A and B be lists of non-negative 
integers. The pair (A,B) is said to be realizable if there 
exists a bipartite tournsunent T with score lists A and B. 
Definition 2. 7. Suppose A=[a.,a_,...,a ] and B=[b^,b_,...,b ] 
I z m I z n 
are score lists of some bipartite tournament. The lists A'= 
[n-a.,n-a-,...,n-a ] and B'=[m-b,,m-b„ m-b ] are called 
1 z m 1 z n 
the duals of A and B. Clearly if (A, B) is realizable, so is 
(A',B'). 
Definition 2.8. A pair of score lists (A,B) is said to be 
strong if all the bipartite tournaments T with score lists 
(A,B) are strong. 
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Definition 2.9. Let T be a bipartite tournament with score 
lists (A,B). The strong components of (A,B) are the pair of 
score 1 i sts of the strong components of T. 
There are several known criteria for determining 
whether or not a given pair of lists belong to a bipartite 
tournament. The first to be mentioned is a generalization of 
Gale's constructive criterion [14]. 
Theorem 2.12 [6] .Let A=[a^ ,a„, ,a ] and B=tb. ,b-, — ,b^] 
I z m I t n 
be lists of non-negative integers in nondecreasing order. 
Suppose that A' is obtained from A by deleting one entry 
a., and B' is obtained from B by reducing the largest n-a. 
entries by 1 each. Then (A,B) is a pair of score lists if 
and only if (A' ,B' ) is. 
We now turn to an existence criterion for realizabi1ity 
of score lists. It was found by Moon [32] who infact 
established a more general result for multipartite 
tournaments. 
Theorem 2.13 [6J .A pair of lists A=[a..a.,...,a ] and B=[b^, 
I Z HI 1 
b ,...,b ] of non-negative integers in nondecreasing order 
are the score lists of an mxn bipartite tournament if and 
16 
only if for k=1,2,...,m and 1=1,2,...,n, 
k 1 
j; a + j; b. >k1, ...(2.13.1) 
i=1 j = 1 -^  
with equality when k=m and 1=n. 
Furthermore, the realizations are strong if and only if 
a >0,b >0 and the inequalities (2.13.1) are all strict 
(except when k=:m and 1=n). 
Another existence criterion is due to Ryser [38] and it 
was originally given in the context o* row and column sums 
in matrices of zeros and ones. 
Definition 2.10. Let T,,T„,...,T be the bipartite tourna-1 2 p 
ments with disjoint parts. Let X. and Y. be the parts of the 
bipartite tournament T. for l^ isip.Clearly X.nx.=<* and i 1 J 
P P 
Y^nY.= (p for 1 ?«j. Let X = U X. and Y= U y. .T=[T ,T , ... ,T ] 
denotes the bipartite tournament obtained from the bipartite 
tournaments T.(1<i<p), with parts X and Y such that the arcs 
of T are the arcs of T. and each vertex of Y. dominates 
every vertex of X for j<i and each vertex of X dominates 
every vertex of Y. for i<j. 
The next result [6] is a direct consequence of Theorem 
2.13 and follows from Definition 2.10. 
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Theorem 2.14. Let A=[a. ,a_,... ,a ] and B=[b, ,b„,... ,b ] be 1 ^ m 1 2 n 
score lists of a reducible mxn bipartite tournament. 
(i) If a =n or b =m, then there is a corresponding trival (D n 
component (consisting of one vertex which dominates all the 
vertices in the other part); 
(ii )Otherwise, if k and 1 are the largest indices with k<m 
and K n such that 
L a + Z b =kl. 
i = 1 j = 1 -^  
then the non-trivial dominating component consists of all 
the vertices in the two parts with scores exceeding a and 
b .respectively. 
Definition 2.11. Let T.,T_,...,T be the strong components 1 2 p 
of a bipartite tournament T.The strong components T ,T , ..., 
T can be arranged in an ordered list T, ,T„ T such that 
P 1 2 p 
T=[T ,T , ... ,T ]. This is known as the strong component 
dcomposition of T. 
Definition 2.12. Let A =[a.,a^,.. . ,a ] and B=[b,,b^ b ] 
1 z m I 2 n 
be a pair of mxn bipartite score lists and C=[c ,c ,...,c ] 
and D=[d ,d ,... ,d ] be another pair of pxq bipartite score 
18 
l i s t s . De f ine 
A+C=[a . a „ , . . . , a ,n+c^,n+c , — , n + c ] , 1 2 m 1 2 p 
B+D=[b ,b ,. .. ,b ,tn+d .m+d^, -. - ,m+d ]. 
Let T and T toe the realizations of the pairs of bipartite 
score lists C and D, and A and B respectively. Then 
T=[T ,T ] is a realization of the pair of lists A+C and B+0. 
So A+C and B+D are a pair of score lists. 
Let A and B be a pair of bipartite score lists and A. 
and B. for 1<i<p be the strong components of A and B. Then 
the strong components A. and B. can be arranged in such a 
way that A=A +A + +A and B=B +B +...+B . Such a 
1 2 p 1 2 p 
decomposition of A and B into its strong components is known 
as the strong component decomposition of A and B. 
Suppose t(m,n) denotes the total number of pairs of 
bipartite score lists of order mxn. Obviously t(m,n)=t(n,m). 
In case of ordinary tournaments, the total number of score 
lists of order n has been evaluated by Narayna and Bent 
[35], but for bipartite tournaments there is no general 
method to calculate t(m,n) for different values of m and n. 
We present the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 2.1. The number of bipartite score lists of order 
2xn is given by 
19 
t(2,n)= 
(n+2)(n+4)(2n+3) 
^ — , n even 
(n+1)(n+3)(2n+7) 
24 , n odd 
One way to verify conjecture 2.1 is as follows.Consider 
any 2xn bipartite score lists A=[a ,a ] and B=[b ,b , — ,b ] 
Then B contains a o's, (1 1's and y 2's, where a+fl+yrn. More-
over a +a =2n-n-2j'=n+a-^ and suppose that a^a^a. If the 
a O' s and the y 2' s are removed from B and a and a are 
reduced by a each, then 2X(3 score lists A'=[a' ,a'] and 
B'=tb' ,b', — ,b'] are obtained, where b •=...=b'=1 and a'+ 
a^ ~\i. Since a'>a' it follows that there are { | ((3+1)} 
such score lists A' and B'for any given value of {i (where 
{x} denotes the least integer not less than x). Now if 
O^fKn there are n+1-p pairs of integers a and p such that 
«+P+r=n. It follows,therefore there are {^ ((1+1 )}.(n+1-p)2xn 
bipartite score lists A and B in which B has P 1's. 
Consequently, 
t(2,n)= Z i ^ (P+1)).(n+1-P) 
P=o ^ 
1 "^ ^ 1 
= 2 E i(n+2-i) + ^  Z (n+1-2j) 
1 o<2j<n 
= 5 < T ' * 5 < " * " t= i2 ] - i t=][=i?i 
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" 2 ^ 3 ' 2'-2^'^2 
and conjugate 2.1. gets proven. 
Let ts(in,n) denotes the total number of strong pairs of 
bipartite score lists of order mxn. No result is known which 
gives the values of ts(m,n) for all values of m and n. Below 
we give a conjecture for calculating ts(3,n). 
Conjecture 2.2. The number of strong bipartite score lists 
of order 3xn is given by 
t s ( 3 , n ) = 
2n^-H 2n^-44n+48 
24 
2n^+12n^-50n+84 
24 
, n even 
, n odd. 
SELF-CONVERSE SCORE LISTS IN BIPARTITE T0URNA)4ENTS 
Let T be an mxn bipartite tournament.The converse of T 
is a bipartite tournament J' obtained by reversing the 
orientation of all the arcs of T. A bipartite tournament T 
is called self-converse if T = T' . If A=[a^,a„,...,a ] and 
1 2 m 
B=[b. ,b^, — ,b ] are score lists of T, then A'=[n-a , , 
1 2 n m 
n-a. ] and B'=[m-b , — ,m-b^] are the score lists of T' . 
I n 1 
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We now proceed to characterize self-converse bipartite 
score lists by converting an mxn bipartite tournament to an 
oriented graph of order m+n. 
Define an oriented graph D(m+n) of order BH-n whose 
vertex set V is given by V={v ,v ,...,v ,v ,v ,...,v ) 
I Z tn (IH-l nrr£ mrn 
where, 
^ = 
X. for i = 1,2,.. ,m 
1 
y. for i=m+1,m+2, ,m+n, 
1—m 
and contains a11 the arcs of T.Thus in 0(nH-n),we have either 
V.—>v. or V.—>v. but not both, for i = 1,2,...,m and j=riH-1, 
1 J J 1 
m+2,... ,m+n. Also v.Nv. for i,j = 1,2, ,m; i i*j and v.Nv. 
for i, j=m+1 ,m+2,..., m+n; i^ 'j . We call D(m+n) as 
(m+n)-oriented graph of mxn bipartite tournament T. 
If the orientation of all the arcs of D(m+n) are 
reversed, the cases of v. Nv. remain unchaged and thus we 
1 J 
have the following observation. 
Theorem 2.15. An mxn bipartite tournament is self-converse 
if and only if its (m+n)-oriented graph is self-converse. 
The score s or simply s. of v in D(m+n) is 8.=m+n-1+ 
odv -idv and S(m+n) = [8 ,s ,... ,s ,s ,... ,8^^] in 
' I I ^ m m+i m+n 
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nondecreasing order is the score list of D(m+n). We call 
these scores as modified scores,and the score list S(nH-n) as 
modified score list of T. The modified score list of an mxn 
bipartite tournament T can also be obtained in the following 
way. 
Let A=[a ,a , — , a ] and B=[b ,b , . . . , b ] be the score 
l i s t s o f T. Def ine the l i s t s A ,B and S (m+n) as under 
A =[2a^+m-1, 2a + m - 1 , . . . , 2a +m-1] , 1 2 m 
B =[2b + n - 1 , 2b + n - 1 , . . . , 2 b +n-1] 
and 
Let 
where. 
S (iiH-n) = [2a^+m-1 ,2a_+m-1 , . . ,2a +m-1, 1 2 m 
2b +n-1,2b + n - 1 , ,2b + n - 1 ] . 
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 
S ( m + n ) = [ s ^ , s „ , . . . , s ,s , , s ^ , — , s ] 1 2 m m+1' tn+2 m+« 
4c 
2a. +m-1 
1 
2b. +n-1 
1-m 
f o r 1<i^m 
f o r m+1^i<m+n, 
4c 
It can be easily verified that the list S (m+n) in 
nondecreasing order is equivalent to the score list S(m+n) 
of D(m+n) obtained earlier. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for D(m-t-n) to be 
self-converse is that its scores s <8 <...<s satisfy 
1 2 m+n 
«4+a.^^^, .=2(m+n-1) for 1<i<m+n. Combining this with the 
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Theorem 2.15 we get the following result. 
Theorem 2.16. An mxn bipartite tournament T is self-converse 
if and only if its modified scores s,^s„^...<s satisfy 
' 1 2 nH-n 
s.+s , . =2(m+n-1) for 1<i<m+n. i m+n+1-1 
The score lists A and B of an mxn bipartite tournament 
are self-converse if a11 the bipartite tournaments T having 
score lists A and B are self-converse. Thus Theorem 2.20 is 
equivalent to saying that A and B are self-converse 
bipartite score lists if and only if the modified scores 
s^<s <...<s satisfy 1 2 m+n 
s.+s ^ .=2(m+n-1) for 1^i^m+n, i m+n»l-i 
SCORE LISTS OF TRIPARTITE TOURNAMEhfTS 
The tripartite tourneunents can be considered as a 
result of competition among the individuals of three teams 
or comparison among the items in three sets. In the case of 
competition among the individuals of three teams each 
player of a team plays with every player of the other two 
teams without having ties (draws). In the event of 
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comparisons among the items in three sets^one is asked to 
give his preference of each item in one set to the every 
item in the other two sets. 
A tripartite tournament T is a complete oriented 
tripartite graph. Thus the vertex set V(T) is partitioned 
into three disjoint nonempty sets X,Y and Z, known as the 
parts, such that two vertices are joined by an arc if and 
only if they lie in different parts. 
Let A=[a^,a_,...,a^], B=[b ,b ,...,b ] and C=[c ,c ,... 
1 2 p 1 2 q 1 2 
,c ] be three sets of non-negative integers in nondecreasing 
order. Let A'=[q+r-a , ,q+r-a„,q+r-a^],B'=[p+r-b , — , p+r 
p 2 1 q 
-b ,p+r-b ] and C'=[p+q-c ,...,p+q-c ,p+q-c ].A ,B and C are 
the score lists of some tripartite tournament if and only if 
A' ,B' and C are. 
Suppose A=[a ,a a ], B=[b ,b ,...,b ] and 
C=[c ,c ,...,c ] are lists of non-negative integers. Then A 
B and C are said to be realizable if there exists a 
tripartite tournament with score lists A,B and C. 
The following result [31] is a constructive criterion 
for realizability of score lists in tripartite tournaments. 
Theorem 2.17. Let A=[a ,a a ], B=[b ,b ,...,b ] and 
C=[c ,c c ] be three sets of non-negative integers in 
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nondecreasing order. Let A' be obtained from A by deleting 
one entry a. and B' and C be obtained from B and C, 
respectively by reducing q+r-a. largest entries of B and C 
by 1 each. Then A,B and C are score lists of some tripartite 
tournament if and only if A' ,B' and C are. 
Now we give an existence criterion for realizability of 
score lists of tripartite tournaments. 
Theorem 2.18. [31]. Let A=[a ,a , ,a ],B=Cb ,b , ,b ] 
and C=[c ,c , — , c ] be three sets of non-negative integers 
in nondecreasing order. Then A,B and C are score lists of 
some tripartite tournament if and only if 
1 m n 
J]a,+ E b . + E c > Im+mn+nl 
1=1 j=1 k=1 
for l:il:^ p, ^<tr^^ and l:5;n:5ir, with equality when l=p,m=q and 
n=:r. 
Definition 2.13. Let T, be the tripartite tournaments with 
t t 
disjoint parts X ,Y and Z for 1<i<t.Let X= U X.,Y=U Y and 
t i=1 ^ 1=1 ^ 
Z = U Z,.T=[T ,T , — , T ] denotes the tripartite tournament 
i=1 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
with parts X,Y and Z, obtained from T. for 1<i<t such that 
the arcs of T are the arcs of T. and each vertex of X 
1 i 
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dominates every vertex of Y. and Z for i>j and i>k, each 
J " 
vertex of Y. dominates every vertex of X. and Z. for j>i and 
J 1 k 
j>k and each vertex of Z,dominates every vertex of X. and Y. 
k ' 1 J 
for k>i and k>j. 
SCORE LISTS OF n-PARTITE TQl/RNAMENTS 
An n-partite tournament is a complete oriented 
n-partite graph. In an n-partite tournament there are n 
nonempty sets of vertices X.={x,x,...,x. ), i=1,2,...,n 
i 
and two vertices are joined by an oriented arc if and only 
if they do not belong to the same part X.. 
Let the scores (or outdegrees) of x. . be denoted by 
s.. for i=1,2 n ; \<j.<n.. Then the lists S.=[s.,,s.„,. 
ij. 1 J 1 11 12 
..,8. ] in nondecreasing order are the score lists of an in. 
1 
n-partite tournament. The following result was proved by 
Moon [33]. 
Theorem ^.19. The n sets of integers S.=[s.,,s.^,...,s. ] 
1 i1 i2 in. 
1 
where s.^<8. <...<s. for i=1,2, ,n, form the score lists 
il 12 in. 
of some n-partite tournament if and only if 
n 1 n-1 n E E a.. > E E k k 
i=1 j=i 'J i=i j=i+i ^ J 
for all sets of n integers k. satisfying 0<k.<n. with 
equality holding when k.=n for all i. 
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CHAPTER-3 
ON THE SCORES QF ORIENTED GRAPHS 
In this chapter, Avery's [2] concept of score structure 
of oriented graphs is reported. We characterize irreducible 
score lists of oriented graphs and give a condition for a 
score list to belong to exactly one oriented graph. Also an 
algorithm for generating all score lists of an oriented 
graph of a given order in a lexicographic order is given and 
an algorithm to construct an oriented graph with a given 
score list is obtained. Finally the self-converse and self-
converse simple score lists of oriented graphs have been 
characterized. 
An oriented graph is the result of assigning a direction 
to each arc of a simple graph. Thus,it has no loops or para-
llel arcs. Let D be an oriented graph with a vertex set 
V={v^,v^,...,v } and let odv and idv denote the outdegree 1 2 n 
and indegree,respectively of a vertex v. Avery [2] defined 
s =n-1+odv-idv, Q<s <2n-2, as the score of vertex v and 
V V 
S=[s ,8 ,...,s ] in nondecreasing order is the score list of 
D. Any oriented graph can be interpreted as the result of a 
round-robin competition in which ties (draws) are allowed, 
that is, the participants play each other once, with an arc 
from u to V if and only if u defeats v. A player reeleves 
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two points for each win and one point for each tie.With this 
scoring system, player v obtains a total of s points. An 
arc from u to v is denoted by u—>v and uNv or vNu means 
neither u—>v nor v—>u. 
The following result is a generalization of Theorem 2.2 
to score lists of all oriented graphs. 
Theorem 3.1[2] A nondecreasing list of non-negative integers 
S=[s ,s , ,s ] is the score list of an oriented graph if 
and only if 
k 
j;s>k(k-1) for k=1,2,... ,n 
i = 1 
and equality for k=n. 
Definition 3.1. A triple in an oriented graph is an induced 
subdigraph with three vertices. A cyclic triple is an 
intransitive triple of the form u—>v—>w—>u. 
Avery gave the following results. 
Theorem 3.2[21 . Let D and D' be two oriented graphs with 
the same score list. Then D can be transformed to D' by 
successively transforming appropriate triples in one of the 
following ways : 
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either (a) by changing a cyclic triple (intransitive) 
•>v—>w—>u to a transitive triple uNvNwNu, which has the 
same score list, or vice versa, 
or (b) by changing an intransitive triple u—>v—>wNu 
to a transitive triple uNvNw<— u, which has the same score 
list or vice versa. 
Theorem 3.3[2]. Among all the oriented graphs with a given 
score list, those with the fewest arcs are transitive. 
The next result provides a useful recursive test of 
whether a given list of non-negative integers is the score 
list of an oriented graph. 
Theorem 3.4. [2].Suppose S is a list of n integers between O 
and 2n-2 inclusive. Let S' be obtained from S by deleting 
the greatest entry 2n-2-r say, and reducing each of the 
greatest r remaining entries in S by one. Then S is a score 
list if and only if S' is. 
Theorem 3.4 provides an algorithm for determining 
whether a given nondecreasing list S of non-negative 
integers is a score list, and for constructing a 
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corresponding oriented graph. At each stage S' is formed 
according to Theorem 3.4 so that the scores of S' are also 
nondecreasing. If s =2n-2-r, this means deleting s and 
n n 
reducing the r greatest remaining entries by one each to 
formS'=[s' , ,s' ^] while ensuring that this is also 
I n-1 
nondecreasing. Arcs of an oriented graph are defined by 
n—>v if and only if s' =s . If this method is applied 
V V 
recursively, then (a) it tests whether S is a score list, 
and if S is a score list (b) an oriented graph A(S) with 
score list S is constructed. 
Theorem 3.5[2]. The oriented graph A(S) is transitive for 
any score list S. 
Theorem 3.6[2]. There is no oriented graph with score list 
S which has fewer arcs than A(S). 
IRREDUCIBLE SCORE LISTS 
An oriented graph D is reducible if it Is possible to 
partition its vertices into two non-empty sets v and v in 
such a way that every vertex of V is adjacent to all 
vertices of V^. Let D, and D^ be induced digraphs having 1 1 2 
vertex sets V and V respectively. Then D consists of all 
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the arcs of 0^  and D^ and every vertex of D^ Is adjacent to 1 2 2 
all vertices of D . We write D=[D ,D ]. If this is not 
possible, then the oriented graph D is irreducible. Let 
D ,D ,...,D be irreducible oriented graphs with disjoint 
vertex sets. D=[D ,D ,...,D ] denotes the oriented graph 
1 iZ K 
having all arcs of D., 1:Si^ k, and every vertex of D. Is 
adjacent to all vertices of D. with 1<i<j<k. D ,D , ...,D 
are called irreducible components of D. Such a decomposition 
is known as irreducible component decomposition of D and Is 
unique. 
A score list S is said to be irreducible if a11 the 
oriented graphs 0 with the score list S are irreducible. 
In case of ordinary tournaments, the score list S=[s , 
s ,...,s ] used to decide whether a tournament T having 
score list S is strong or not [17]. This is not true in case 
of oriented graphs. For example, the oriented graphs D and 
D in Figure 3.1 both have score list [2,2,2] but D is 
strong and D is not. 
Figure 3.1 
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The following result characterizes irreducible oriented 
graphs. 
Theorem 3.7. Let D be an oriented graph having score list 
[s ,8 ,...,s ]. Then D is irreducible if and only if, for 
k=1,2,...,n-1 
k 
and 
2 s. > k(k-1) ...(3.7.1) 
i = 1 ^  
j; s. = n(n-1) ... (3.7.2) 
i = 1 ^  
Proof. Suppose D is an irreducible oriented graph having 
score list [s ,s s ]. Condition (3.7.2) holds since 
Theorem 3.1 has already established it for any oriented 
graph. To verify inequalities (3.7.1), we observe that for 
any integer k<n, the subdigraph induced by any set of k 
vertices has a sum of scores k(k-1). Since D is irreducible, 
there must be an arc from at least one of these vertices to 
one of the other n-k vertices. Thus, for 1<k<n-1, 
Z s.>k(k-1). 
i = 1 
For the converse, suppose conditions (3.7.1) and 
(3.7.2) hold. We know by Theorem 3.1 that there exists an 
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oriented graph D with these scores. Assume that such an 
oriented graph D is reducible. Let D=[D ,D ,...,D ] be the 
irreducible component decomposition of D. If m is the number 
of vertices in D , then m<n and the following equation 
holds, 
k 
£ s.=m(m-1) 
i = 1 
which is a contradiction, proving the converse part. 
The next result is an extension of Theorem 2.3, 
Theorem 3.8. Let D be the oriented graph with score list 
S=[s ,s ,...,s ]. Suppose that 
and 
P 
2 s =p(p-1), 
i = 1 
q 
Z s =q(q-1) 
i = 1. 
k 
J] s.>k(k-1), for p+likiq-1, 
i = 1 
where Q<p<q<n. 
Then the subdigraph induced by the vertices {v ,v , 
...,v } is an irreducible component of D with score list 
[s -2p,...,8 -2p]. 
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It can be observed that S is irreducible if D is 
irreducible and the irreducible components of S are the 
score lists of the irreducible components of D. Theorem 3.8 
shows that the irreducible components of S are determined by 
the successive values of k for which 
k 
E s.=k(k-1), 1<k<n. ... (3.8.1) 
i = 1 ^  
We illustrate it with the help of the following example. 
Let S=[1,2,3,8,8,8,13,13]. Equation (3.8.1) is satisfied 
for k=3,6,8. Thus the irreducible components of S are 
[1,2,3],[2,2,2] and [1,1] in ascending order. 
Definition 3.1. Let S =[s,.,s..,...,s. ] and S =[s ,s , .. 
1 11 IZ im C. £.\ £.£. 
,s^ ] be two score lists of order m and n respectively, 2n 
Define 
S,+S^=[s,^,s^^, ,s^ ,2m+8„,,2m+s„„,—,2m+s„ ]. 
1 2 11 12 ' 1m 21 22 2n 
Clearly S,+S^ is a score list of order m+n. 1 2 
Definition 3. i2. Let S=[8^ ,8^,... ,s ] be a score list of any 1 2 n 
oriented graph. Suppose S ,8 ,...,S are the irreducible 
components of S. The irreducible components S ,S , ...,S 
can be arranged in an ordered list S ,S^,...,S. such that 
1 2 k 
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S=S +S +...+S. . Such a decomposition is known as the irredti-
1 2 k 
cib1e component decomposition of S. 
SIMPLE SCORE LISTS 
A score list is simple if it belongs to exactly one 
oriented graph. We characterize simple score lists of 
oriented graphs. First we have the following observation. 
Theorem 3.9. The score list S of an oriented graph is 
simple if and only if every irreducible component of S is 
s i mp 1 e. 
The following result determines which irreducible score 
lists are simple. 
Theorem 3.10. Let S be an irreducible score list. Then S is 
simple if and only if it is one of [0],or [1,1]. 
Proof. Suppose S is an irreducible score list and let D be an 
oriented graph having the score list S. We have three cases 
to consider. (1) D has n5:3 vertices,(2) D has two vertices, 
(3) D has one vertex. 
Case 1. D has niS vertices. Since S is irreducible, there 
exist vertices u,v and w such that D has a cyclic triple 
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u—>v—>w—>u; or an intransitive triple u—>v—>wNu; or 
a transitive triple uNvNw <—u; or a transitive triple 
uNvNwNu. Now, if D contains the cyclic triple u—>v—>w—>u, 
it can be changed to the transitive triple uNvNwNu to form 
an oriented graph D'with the same score list, or vice versa. 
So the number of arcs in D and D' are different. If 0 
contains the intransitive triple u—>v—>wNu, it can be 
transformed to the transitive triple uNvNw<—u to form an 
oriented graph D' having the same score list, or vice versa. 
Here also the number of arcs in D and D' are different. 
Since in every case the number of arcs in D and D' are not 
same, therefore D is not isomorphic to D' .Thus S is not 
simple. 
Case 2. D has two vertices. Then S=[1,1] is the only 
irreducible score list and it belongs to exactly one 
oriented graph, namely uNv. 
Case 3. D has just one vertex, then S=[0] which is obviously 
simple. 
Hence [O] and [1,1] are the only irreducible score 
lists that are simple. 
From Theorem 3.9 and Theorem 3.10 it can be concluded 
that a score list S is simple if and only if every 
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irreducible component of S is one of [O], or [1,1]. 
SELF-CONVERSE SCORE LISTS 
The converse of D is an oriented graph D' obtained by 
reversing orientation of all arcs of D. Define S'=[2n-2-s , 
2n-2-8 .,...,2n-2-s^] as the score list of D' . An oriented 
n-1 1 
graph D is said to be self-converse if D = D' . The following 
result can be easily establised. 
Theorem 3.11. A score list S=[s,,s^,...,s ] is the score 1 2 n 
list of a self-converse oriented graph if and only if 
s.+s .^  .=2n-2 for 1<i<n. 1 n+1-1 
Definition 3.3. A score list S is self-converse if all the 
oriented graphs D having score list S are self-converse. 
Thus Theorem 3.11 is equivalent to saying that S is 
self-converse if and only if 
s.+s ^, . =2n-2 for 1<i<n. 1 n+1-1 
Also if S=S +S +...+S is the irreducible component 
decomposition of S, then S'=s'+S' +.. .+S'] is the irreduci-
ble component decomposition of S' . So S is self-converse if 
and only if S =S' for 1<i<k. 
Now, we have the following results. 
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Theorem 3.12. If S=rs^,s^, ,s ] is a score list,then S+S' 
1 2 n 
is a self-converse score list. 
Proof. From definition, S'=[2n-2-s ,2n-2-s ,—,2n-2-s ]. 
So S+S'=[s ,s , ,s ,4n-2-s ,4n-2-s _ ,—,4n-2-s ] 
= [t^,t2 tg^] (say) 
where. 
t . = 
I 
s . 
1 
4n-2-s„ .^ . L 2n+1-i 
fo r l^i^n 
for n+1^i:i2n 
Clearly t. + t„ , .=4n-2 for 1<i<2n. 
1 2n+1-i 
Thus S+S' is self-converse. 
Theorem 3.13. Let S=[s^,s„,...,s ] be a self-converse score 
1 2 n 
list and R be any other score list. Then R+S+R' is a self-
converse score 1i St. 
Proof. Suppose R=[r.,r_ r ] is a score list of order m. 
1 z m 
Then R'=[2m-2-r ,2m-2-r ,,...,2m-2-r,].So R+S+R'=[r ,r^,... 
m m-1 1 1 2 
,r ,2m+s,,2m+s„ 2m+s ,4m+2n-2-r ,4m+2n-2-r ,...,4m+2n-
m 1 2 n m m-1 
1 1 2 m m+1 m+2 m+n m+n+1 m+n+2 
t. , ] say, where t.=r. for 1<i<m, t ,=2m+8. for 1<i<n and 
zm+n 1 1 m+1 i 
t . .,=4m+2n-2-r , . for 1<i^m. Now, 
m+n+i m+1-i 
j 2m+n+1-j~ j m+n+(m+1-j) 
= r .+4m+2n-2-r ^^  , ^ ^ .. for 1£j<m. J m+1-(m+1-j) 
=4m+2n-2 for 1<j<'m ... (3.13.1) 
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A l s o , 
j 2m+n+1-j~ m+( j -m) m+(m+n+1-j) 
= 2m+s. +2m+s , . f o r m+1:Sj<m+n 
j - m m+n+1-j 
= 4m + s . + s ^^ , . . j - m n + 1 - ( j - m ) 
= 4m +2n-2 for m+1<j^m+n (3.13.2) 
because S is self-converse. 
From equations (3.13.1) and (3.13.2) it follows that 
t. +t^ , , = 4m+2n-2 for 1<j<2m+n. J 2m+n+1-j 
Hence R+S+R' is self-converse. 
SELF-CONVERSE SIMPLE SCORE LISTS 
A score list S which is both self-converse and simple 
will be called self-converse simple score list. A score list 
S is self-converse simple if and only if it is self-converse 
and each of its irreducible components is simple. 
The following results can be easily proved. 
Theorem 3.14« If S is simple, then S+S' is a self-converse 
simple score list. 
Theorem 3.15. Let S be a self-converse simple score list and 
R be any other simple score list. Then R+S+R' is a self-con-
verse simple score list. 
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LEXICOGRAPHIC ENUMERATION OF SCORE LISTS OF ORIENTED GRAPHS 
Let S=[s ,s , ...,s ] and S'=[s' ,s' ... ,s'] be score 
lists of an oriented graph of order n. If there exists a 
positive integer k^ n such that s.=s'. for each 1<i<k and 
s. <s| , then it is said that S precedes S' and is written as k k 
S^S' .Also S' is said to be the successor of S. Clearly S:^ S' 
and S'^S" means S^S". 
If an the score lists of a given order are arranged in 
the above defined way, then such a pattern is known as 
lexicographic enumeration. Obviously the score list 
[0,2,4,...,2n-2] is not the successor of any score list of 
order n and thus it is always the first list in the 
lexicographic enumeration. Also S has no successor if and 
only if s -s^ l:2.If we know the first list in a lexicographic 
n 1 
enumeration, then we can obtain all the score lists provided 
we know how to get the successor of any given list. 
The successor S'=[s' s' s'] of S=[s ,s , ...,s ], if 
it exists, is obtained in the following way. 
(1) Determine the maximum k such that s -s >2. 
n k 
(2) Let s'.=s. for all i, i<k. 
(3) Let s! = s. +1. 
k k J 
(4) Let s'. =8'+1 until £ s'<j(j-1). 
^ ^ i = 1 ^ 
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(5) Let t be the minimum j such that 
J t-1 
E s'.<j(j-1). Set s'=t(t-1)- Z s' 
1=1 1=1 
(6) Let s'.=2(i-1) for all i, t<i:in, 
CONSTRUCTING AN ORIENTED GRAPH WITH A GIVEM SCORE LIST 
Suppose S=[s ,s ,...,s ] is any list of integers. 
Define the deviation list of S to be the list De=[d ,d 
d ], where d.=s.-2(i-1) and call d. the deviation of 
n 1 1 1 
s..Clearly 3 is nondecreasing if and only if d.-d. <2 for 
1 . . 1 1+1 
k k 
each i<n. Also for each k=1,2,...,n, E ^- " E s.-k(k-1).So a 
i=1 i=1 
nondecreasing list of n integers S=[s^,s^,...,s ] is a score 
1 2 n 
list of an oriented graph if and only if its deviation list 
k 
De=[d ,d , ...,d ] satisfies J) d .> O for k=1,2,...,n, with 
i = 1 
equality for k=n. 
As an observation, we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.16. Let S=[8 ,8 ,...,s ] be a score list of an 
oriented graph with deviation list De=[d ,d ,...,d ]. 
(a) If max {d }=M>0, then for each 1<k<M, there exists 
a vertex x such that d =k. 
X 
(b) If min {d }=m<0, then for each -1>k>m, there 
exists a vertex x such that d =k. 
X 
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One method of constructing an oriented graph can be 
found in [2]. We give another method of construction of 
oriented graphs. 
Construction Algorithm. Let S=[s ,s ,...,s ] be a score list 
of order n with deviation list De=[d ,d ,...,d ]. First take 
n vertices arranged horizontally and labelled 1,2 n from 
left to right. 
Step 1. Subdivide De=[d^,d^,...,d ] into maximal nonincreas-
— 1 2 n 
ing segments. 
Step 2. Let j be least integer such that d.>o in the first 
subdivision.(If no such j exists proceed to next 
subdivision). Set d'.=o and d'=d. + 1 for d. number of least 
J i 1 J 
deviations starting from right to left of the segment.Then 
there is no arc between J and i, so jNi and in the 
construction represent jNi by j ... i. 
Step 3. For all other deviations not changed in the 
proceeding step, let d'=d.. 
Step 4. For all other segments do step 2 and step 3. 
Step 5. If De' J^ C^O.O, ,0], go to step 1 using De' in place 
of De. 
Step 6. Whenever i<j and there is neither jNi nor iNj.draw 
the arc ji, that is j—>i. 
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The resulting graph is an oriented graph with score 
list S whose deviation list is De. The following example 
illustrates the above algorithm. 
Example.Let S=[2,2,2,7,8,11,11,14,15] be a score list of an 
oriented graph. Then De=[2,0,-2,1,0,1,-1,0,-1]. 
1 2 
V 
\ 
i » « 
6 7 8 9 
De -2 -1 -1 
De' -1 
The oriented graph with score list S=[2,2,2,7,8,11,11,14,15] 
formed by using above algorithm is shown in Figure 3.2. 
I 
8 
Figure 3.2 
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Definition 3.4. An oriented graph is said to be regular if 
its score list has all scores equal and near-regular if its 
score list is of the form [0,2,4,...,2(n-1)]. From the lexi-
cographic enumeration of score lists it can be seen that the 
only score list of order n with equal scores is [n-1,n-1,... 
,n-1]. The deviation list corresponding to this score list 
is [(n-1),(n-3) -(n-3),-(n-1)]. Thus it follows that the 
regular oriented graph constructed by above algorithm has no 
arcs and obviously is transitive. Also it can be easily 
proved that a near-regular oriented graph is always a trans-
itive tournament. Suppose S=[0,2,4 2(n-1)] is the score 
list of a near-regular oriented graph D. Then De=[0,0,...,0] 
and using step 6 of the above algorithm j—>i for all j>i, 
i1J=1t2,...,n and the oriented graph constructed is complete 
and transitive. 
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CHAPTER-4 
QN THE SCORES OF ORIENTED BIPARTITE GRAPHS 
This portion of the thesis is devoted to the character-
ization of the scores of oriented bipartite graphs.A criter-
ion for a pair of lists of non-negative integers to be 
scores of some orientedbipartitegraphis obtained.Also 
self-converse score lists in oriented bipartite graph are 
characterized. 
An oriented bipartite graph is the result of assigning 
a direction to each edge of a simple bipartite graph. Thus, 
it has no loops or parallel arcs. Suppose X={x^,x„,...,x } 
1 2 m 
and Y={y^,y„ y } be the parts of an oriented bipartite 
1 2 n 
graph 0 and let odx(ody) and idx(idy) be the outdegree and 
indegree,respectively of vertex x in X(y in Y). Define 
a =n+odx-idx and b =m+ody-idy as the scores of x and y.resp-
x y 
ectively. Clearly 0<a ^2n and Of!b 5:2m. Thus the lists 
X y 
A=[a ,a_ a ] and B=[b^,b„ b ] in nondecreasing order 
1 2 m 1 2 n 
are a pair of score lists of D. Any oriented bipartite graph 
can be interpreted as a result of a competition between two 
teams in which each player competes against everyone on the 
opposing team with ties (draws) being allowed. A player 
receives two points for each win and one point for each 
tie.With this scoring system, player x(y) obtains a total of 
46 
a (b ) points. The presence of an arc from x to y is denoted 
X y 
by X—>y and means x defeats y. Also xNy or yNx means 
neither x—>y nor y—>x. 
Let A and B be lists of non-negative integers. The pair 
(A,B) is said to be realizable if there exists an oriented 
bipartite graph with score lists A and B. 
Definition 4.1. A tetra in an oriented bipartite graph is an 
induced subdigraph with two vertices from each part. Define 
tetras of the form x—>y—>x'—>y'—x and x—>y—>x'—>y'Nx 
to be of a-type as shown in Figure 4.1 and all other 
tetras to be of fl-type as shown in Figure 4.2. An oriented 
bipartite graph is said to be of a-type or fl-type according 
as all of its tetras are of a-type or [3-type respectively. 
t 
Figure 4.1 
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Now, we have the following observation. 
Theorem 4.1. Let x and x' be vertices in the same part of an 
oriented bipartite graph D with a ^ a' , 
X X 
a) If there exists a vertex y with x—>y—>x* , then there is 
another vertex y' such that x'—>y'—>x; or 
b) If there exists a vertex y with x—>yNx' , or xNy—>x' , 
then there is another vertex y' such that either x'—>y'—> 
X, or x'—>y'Nx, or x'Ny'—>x. 
The proof of the theorem is obvious. 
Theorem 4.2. Let D and D be two oriented bipartite graphs 
with the same score lists. Then D can be transformed to D 
by successively transforming appropriate tetras in one of 
the following ways:either (a) by changing the a-type tetra 
X—>y—>x'—>y'—>x to fl-type tetra xNyNx'Ny'Nx which has 
the same score lists, or vice versa; 
or (b) by changing the a-type tetra x—>y—>x'—>y'Nx to 
to p-type tetra xNyNx'Ny<—x which has the same score lists, 
or vice versa; 
or (c) by changing fl-type tetra x—>y—>x'Ny'Nx or 
X—>yNx'—>y'Nx to (l-type tetra xNyNx'<—y'<— x or 
xNy<— x'Ny'<— x, respectively with the same score lists,or 
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vice versa. 
Proof. Suppose A and B are the score lists (in nondecreasing 
order) of an mxn oriented bipartite graph D whose parts are 
« 
X and Y. Let D be the oriented bipartite graph having parts 
X and Y . To prove our result, it is sufficient to show 
that D can be obtained from D by transforming tetras in any 
one of the ways as given in a,b, or c. 
Let the order of the second part be fixed as n, and we 
use induction on the order of the first part. The result is 
obvious if there is just one vertex in the first 
part.Suppose the result holds when there are fewer than m 
vertices in the first part. Now assume that k is such that 
for j>k the corresponding arcs have like orientations in D 
and D . For k, we have the following cases to consider (i) 
X —>y. and y. Nx , (11) x Ny. and x —>y. . 
m k k m m k m k 
« 
For the first case, since x and x have equal scores 
m m 
therefore there must be a value h such that y^—>x and 
h m 
« « » « 
X Ny, , or x Ny, and x —>y. .As the orientations for j>k in D 
m n m h m h 
and D are same, so we must have h<k and hence b <b. . Thus 
h k 
by Theorem 4.1 there is a tetra x —>y.—>x,—>y,—>x or 
m k 1 h m 
x —>y —>x Ny Nx , or x —>y.Nx,—>y.Nx ,or x —>y .—>x. 
m k i h m m k i h m m k 1 
4c 4( 4c 4c 4c 
—>y.Nx in D and corresponding to these x Ny. Nx^ Ny. Nx h m m k i h m 
« . « « « * * « « « « « « « « 
or X Ny Nx <—y <—x ,or x Ny.<—x.Ny.<—x , or x Ny. Nx.Ny^ 
m k 1 h m m k 1 h m m k 1 h 
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« « 
<—X respectively is a tetra in D . 
m 
For (ii) again let h be such that x Ny, and x —>y. since 
m h m n 
« 
the scores of x and x are equal. So again by the Theorem 
tn m 
4.1,there is tetra x —>y^Nx.—>y. Nx ,or x Ny. Nx.<—y.^<—x , 
m h 1 k m m k 1 h m 
or X Ny, Nx .Ny .<—x , or x Ny, Nx .Ny. Nx in D and correspon-
m k i h m m k i h i n 
» « « » « « « 
ding to these there is a tetra x —>y. Nx.—>y^Nx ,or x —>y, 
m k 1 h m m k 
« » « » « « « « « « « « 
—>x.Ny,_Nx , or x —>y,—>x.—>y,.Nx , or x —>y,—>x.—>y. 
1 h m m k i h m m k i h 
« « 
—>x respectively in D . 
in 
It follows from (i) and (ii) that there is an oriented 
bipartite graph that can be obtained from D by one of the 
transformations a,b or c with scores remaining unchanged. 
Hence the result follows by induction hypothesis. 
Beineke and Moon [6] showed that if two bipartite 
tournaments have the same pair of score lists, then each can 
be transformed to the other by successively reversing the 
arcs of 4-cycles. The result now follows from Theorem 4.2. 
The next result immediately follows from Theorem 4.2. 
Corollary 1. Among all oriented bipartite graphs with a 
given pair of score lists, those with the fewest arcs are of 
fl-type. 
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Definition 4.2. A transmitter is a vertex with indegree 
zero. In a (3-type oriented bipartite graph with score lists 
A=[a^,a.,...,a ] and B=[b ,b ,...,b ] either the vertex with 1 2 in 1 2 n 
score a , or the vertex with score b , or both may act as 
m n 
transmitters. The next result provides a useful recursive 
test whether a pair of lists is a pair of score lists of an 
oriented bipartite graph. 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose A=[a^,a„,...,a ] and B=[b^,b„ b ] 
^ 1 2 m 1 2 n 
be two lists of non-negative integers in nondecreasing 
order. Let A* be obtained from A be deleting one entry a 
m 
and B' be obtained from B by reducing 2n-a entries of B by 
m 
1 each provided a >n and b <2m-1. Then A and B are the score 
m n 
lists of some oriented bipartite graph if and only if A' and 
B' are . 
Proof. Suppose (A' ,B' ) is a pair of score lists of some 
oriented bipartite graph D' with parts X' and Y' . Then an 
oriented bipartite graph 0 with score lists (A,B) can be 
obtained by adding a transmitter to X' that is adjacent to 
just those vertices of Y' whose scores are not reduced in 
going from (A,B) to (A' ,B' ). 
Conversely, suppose (A,B) is a pair of score lists 
of an oriented bipartite graph D with parts X and Y. By 
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Corollary 1 there is a vertex x with score a (or a vertex y 
m 
with score b , or both x and y) which is a transmitter. Let 
n 
the vertex x with score a be the transmitter. We suppose 
m 
a >n and b <2m-1 because (i) if a <n, then by deleting a we 
m n m m 
have to reduce more than n entries from B which is not 
possible and (ii) if b >2m-1, then on reduction, b'=b -1>2m-
n n n 
1-1=2(m-1) which is impossible. Let Y, be the set of 2n-a 
I m 
vertices of greatest scores in B and let Y = Y-Y .Suppose x 
is adjacent to y,,y^ y. vertices of Y^  in D. Then there 
1 2 J 1 
exist exactly j vertices y' ,y' ,... ,y'. or Y not adjacent 
from X. Thus x—>y and xNy' as x is a transmitter. Since D 
is of f3-type, there exists a vertex x' with y—>x'Ny' , or 
yNx'Ny' , or yNx'—>y' . Thus we have x—>y—>x'Ny'Nx, or 
X—>yNx'Ny'Nx, or x—>yNx'—>y'Nx in D and if these are 
changed to xNyNx' <—y' <—x, or xNy<—x' <—y' <—x, or 
xNy<—x'Ny'<—X respectively, the result is an oriented 
bipartite graph with the same score lists, but in which the 
transmitter x is adjacent to all vertices of Y^ of Y and 
2 
none of Y , that is the transmitter x with score a is 
1 m 
adjacent to n-(2n-a )=a -n vertices of Y with least scores 
m m 
and the result follows. 
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Theorem 4.3 provides an algorithm for determining 
whether a given pair of lists (A,B) of non-negative integers 
in nondecreasing order is a pair of score lists, and for 
constructing a corresponding oriented bipartite graph. 
Suppose A=[a ,a ,... ,a ] and B=[b ,b b ] , a >n, b <2m-1 
be a pair of score lists of an oriented bipartite graph with 
parts X={x .x^.-.-.x^} and Y=[y^.y^,...,y^}. Deleting a^ and 
reducing 2n-a greatest entries of B by 1 each to form 
m 
B'=[b',b', ,b']. Then arcs are defined by x —>y. for 
1 2 n m J 
which b.=b',. Now, if at least one of the conditions a >n or 
3 3 m 
b <2m-1 does not hold, then we delete b (obviously b -sm and 
n n n 
a ^ 2n-1) and reduce 2m-b greatest entries of A by 1 each to 
m n 
form A'=[a' ,a' ,... ,a']. In this case the arcs are defined by 
y —>x. for which a.=a'.. If this nnethod is applied success-
n 1 1 1 
ively then (a) it tests whether (A,B) is a pair of score 
lists and, if (A,B) is a pair of score lists (b) an oriented 
bipartite graph A(A,B) with score lists (A,B)is constructed. 
We can interpret this algorithm in the following way. 
Let A = [ a ^ , a _ , — , a ] and B=[b,,b„ b ] , a >n, b <2m-1 be 
1 2 m 1 2 n m n 
a pair of score lists of an oriented bipartite graph. Let p 
and q denote the smallest and largest integers j for which 
b. = b . Let A' = [a ,a ,...,a ] as before and let 
m 
8' ^ Cb' .b' ...,b' ]. Then 
1 2 n 
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b'.= 
J 
b. 
J 
b.-l 
J 
, for 1:^ j:^ p and p+q-(a -n)<j<q 
IN 
, Otherwise 
We illustrate this reduction and the resulting constru-
ction with the following ex2unple, beginning with list A and 
^ = 
\= 
^3= 
\ = 
\= 
\= 
•• [ 4 , 
= [ 4 , 
= [ 4 , 
= [ 4 ] 
= [ 4 ] 
•<t> 
4 , 5 ] 
4 ] 
4 ] 
B^=[1,1,4,5] 
B2=[0,1,3,4] 
B2=[0,1,3] 
B^=[0,0,2] 
B^=[0,0] 
o 
Bg=[0,0] 
3 2 
^ - ' ^ • ^ 2 
x2->y^ 
x^->y,.y2 
Figure 4.3. 
The oriented bipartite graph A(A,B) constructed by 
Theorem 4.3 has the following porperty. In the oriented sub-
bipartite graph A induced by {x ,x ,.,x } and Y, if 
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y.—>x —>y. , or y.Nx —>y, , or y.—>x Ny. , or y.Nx Ny, , 
J r k J r k j r k j r k 
then b ^b . 
^k ^j 
Let 0. be the oriented bipartite graphs with disjoint 
t t 
parts X. and Y. for 1<i<t. Let X= U X. and Y = U Y.. D=[D . 
1 i - 1 • < "* ^ 
1=1 1=1 
D D ] denotes the oriented bipartite graph with parts X 
and Y, obtained from D. for 1<i<t such that the arcs of D 
1 
are the arcs of D. and each vertex of y. is adjacent to 
every vertex of X. for j<i and each vertex of X. is 
1 1 
adjacent to every vertex of Y. for i<j. 
The next result gives a simple criterion for determin-
ing whether a pair of lists is realizable as scores. 
Theorem 4.4. Let A=[a ,a ,...,a ] and B=[b ,b ,...,b ] be a 
pair of non-negative integers in nondecreasing order. Then A 
and B are score lists of some oriented bipartite graph if 
and only if 
J] a. + j; b.> 2kl ...(4.4.1) 
i = 1 j = 1 "^  
for 1^k<m and 1il<n, with equality when k=m and l=n. 
Proof. The necessity of the condition follows from the fact 
that the oriented subbipartite graph induced by k vertices 
from the first part and 1 vertices from the second part has 
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a sum of scores 2k1. 
For sufficiency, assume that A=[a.,a_,... ,a ] and 
1 2 m 
B=[b ,b ,...,b ] are the lists of non-negative integers in 
nondecreasing order satisfying the conditions 4.4.1 but are 
not score lists of any oriented bipartite graph. Let these 
lists be chosen in such a way that m and n are the smallest 
possible and a is the least with that choice of m and n. We 
have two cases to consider. 
Case (i) Suppose equality in 4.4.1 holds for some k£m and 
Kn, so that 
k 1 
E a + E b = 2kl. 
i = 1 j = 1 -^ 
By the minimality of m and n, A =[a ,a , ,a ] and B =[b , 
b ,...,b ] are the score lists of some oriented bipartite 
graph D^. Let A^=[.a^^^^-21 ,a^^^-2^, ... ,a^-2M and 
B2=[b^^^-2k,b^^2"2k. • - .. V^*^^ • 
Now, 
1=1 j=1 
k+p 1+q k 1 
L a + Z b - E a - £ b -2pl-2qk 
i=1 j=i ^ i=i j=i J 
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> 2 ( k + p ) ( l + q ) - 2 k l - 2 p l - 2 q k 
= 2pq 
for each p, l ipi lnv-k and each q , I ' i lqr in- I , w i t h e q u a l i t y f o r 
p=m-k and q = n - l . So by the m i n i m a l i t y o f m and n, the l i s t s 
A„ and B^ form the score l i s t s o f some o r i e n t e d b i p a r t i t e 2 2 
graph D^. Le t X. and Y, be the p a r t s o f D. f o r 1<i<2, and 
2 1 1 1 
let A_ = IX fX, . . . iX./, 9~l<+1 ''^ k+P* ' * ' ' '^ m ' '•i~«-y<'yp»"''' 
y^}, and '^2~^^^+^'^^+2'" "^n^' °®^^"® ^" oriented bipartite 
graph D with parts X = X UX and Y=Y UY such that arcs of 
D are the arcs of D. and each vertex of X^ is adjacent to 
1 2 
every vertex Y and each vertex of Y is adjacent to every 
vertex of X . Thus we get an oriented bipartite graph D with 
score lists A and B which is a contradiction. 
Case (ii) Suppose that the strict inequality holds in 2.4.1 
for k»*m and l?^ n. Assume that a >0. Let A =[a -1 ,a ,. .. ,a +1] 
and B^=[b^,b„,...,b ] so that A and B satisfy the condit-
1 1 2 n 1 1 
ions 4.4.1. Thus by the minimality of a^lA and B are the 
score lists of some oriented bipartite graph D with parts 
X. and Y^. Let a = a^-1 and a = a +1.Since a >a , there-1 1 X, 1 X m X X ' 
1 m m l 
fore there exists a vertex YeY such that either x —>y—>x, 
1 m l 
, or X Ny—>x^, or x —>yNx^, or x NyNx, in D, and 
m i m l m l 1 
if these are changed to x NyNx , or x <—yNx , or x Ny<—x , 
m l m 1 m 1 
or X <—y <—x^ respectively, the result is an oriented 
m 1 
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bipartite graph with score lists A and B which is again a 
contradiction. This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
The oriented bipartite graph constructed by Theorem 4.3 
has the following property. 
Theorem 4.5. The oriented bipartite graph A(A,B) is of 
fl-type for any pair of score lists A and B. 
Proof. Let A(A,B) be an oriented bipartite graph of order 
mxn with parts X={x ,x ,...,x } and Y={y ,y ,...,y }.To 
prove this result, we fix the order of the second part as n 
and use induction on the order of the first part, that is on 
m. Let A(A,B) be of p-type with fewer than m entries, which 
is clearly true for m=2. If A(A,B) is of a-type for some 
pair of score lists with m entries in the first part, then 
by induction hypothesis the induced oriented subbipartite 
graph A(A' ,B' )=A(A,B)-x is of fl-type. So any a-type tetra 
m 
in A(A,B) includes vertex x . Let x^.x ,y. and y, (h<m, j<k) 
m h m J k 
form such a tetra. Therefore x —>y.—>x^—>y.Nx and it 
m k h J m 
follows from the definition of A(A,B) that b < b .Also b' 
=b and b' =b -1 so that b' <b' +1. Since A(A,B)-x is of 
^k ^j ^j ^k ^j 
fl-type, so y,—>y^—>y . gives ody, > ody . + 1 and idy. i k h J k J k 
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idy.-l in A(A,B)-x . Thus b' >b' +2 which is a contradiction 
to our earlier conclusion that b'^b'+1. So A(A,B) cannot 
contain a tetra of a-type and the result follows by 
indcution. 
SELF-CONVERSE ORIEKTED BIPARTITE GRAPHS 
Suppose D is an mxn oriented bipartite graph.The 
converse of D is an oriented bipartite graph D' obtained by 
reversing the orientation of all the arcs of D^. An oriented 
2 
bipartite graph is self-converse if T = T' . 
Let us define an oriented graph D(m+n) of order m+n got 
from D^ as follows. 
2 
The vertex set V of D(nfH-n) is 
' ^ 1 2 * ' m' m+1 nfH-2' ' m+n' 
where 
v.= 
1 
X. for i=1,2, ,m 
1 
y. for i=m+1,m+2,...,m+n. 
1-m 
and O(m-i-n) contains all the arcs of D . So in D(m-t-n), we 
have V.—>v . or v.—>v., i = 1,2, — ,m;j=m+1, ,m+n according 
as X.—>y. or y —x., i = 1,2,...,m; j = 1,2, — ,n in D 
respectively. Also there is v.Nv. for i,j = 1,2, ,m; ii^ j and 
again v Nv for i, j=m+1,... ,m+n; ii^ j . This D(m+n) will be 
called (m+n)-oriented graph of oriented bipartite graph D . 
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Since on reversing the orientation of all the arcs of 
D(m+n), there is no change for the cases v.Nv., and thus the 
following result can be easily established. 
Theorem 4.6. An oriented bipartite graph of order mxn is 
self-converse if and only if its (m+n)-oriented graph is 
self-converse. 
The score s or simply s. of v. in D(m+n) is s.=m+n-1+ 
v. 1 1 1 
1 
odv.-idv. and S(m+n)=[s,,s^,...,s ,s ^,...,s ] in nondec-1 1 1 2 m m+1 m+n 
reasing order is the score list of D(m+n). These scores are 
called modified scores and the score list S(nH-n) as modified 
score list of D . Thus modified score list can also be 
obtained as follows. 
Let A=[a.,a„ a ] and B=[b^,b„,...,b ] be the score 
1 2 m 1 2 n 
l i s t s o f D . D e f i n e the l i s t s A , B and S (m+n) as below. 
A = [ a +m-1 ,a + m - 1 , , a + m - 1 ] , 
1 2 m 
B = [b + n - 1 , b + n - 1 , . . . , b + n - 1 ] , 
and 
« 
S (m+n)=[a +m-1,a + m - 1 , , a +m-1,b + n - 1 , b +n-1 
b + n - 1 ] . 
n 
% 4c 4c 4c 4 4c 
Let S (m+n)=[s .8„ , . . . , 8 , s , , . . . , s ] 1 2 m m+1 m+n 
J . . . I 
where, 
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» 
s. = 
1 
a.+m-l for 1<i<m 
1 
b. +n-1 for m+1ii:s;m+n 
1-m 
We observe here that the list S (m+n) in nondecreasing 
order is exactly the same score list S(tn+n) defined earlier. 
Now Theorem 3.11 and Theorem 4.6 together imply the 
following result. 
Theorem 4.7. An oriented bipartite graph D is self-converse 
if and only if its modified scores s^<s„^...<s satisfy 
1 2 m+n 
s.+s , .=2(m+n-1) for 1<<m+n. 1 m+n+1-1 
The score lists A and B are said to be self-converse if 
all the oriented bipartite graph 0 having score lists A and 
B are self-converse.So we can say that the following result 
is an equivalent statment of Theorem 4.7. 
Theorem 4.8. The score lists A and B of an oriented 
bipartite graph are self-converse if and only if their 
modified score list S=[8^,8„, ,s ] satisfies 
1 2 m+n 
s.+s ^_ .=2(m+n-1) for 1<i<m+n. 1 m+1-1 
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CAHPTER-5 
ON THE SCORES QF ORIENTED TRIPARTITE GRAPHS 
In this paper, we characterize the scores of oriented 
tripartite graphs and give a constructive and existence 
criterion for the lists of non-negative integers to be the 
score lists of some oriented tripartite graph. 
An oriented tripartite graph is the result of assigning 
a direction to each edge of a simple tripartite graph. Thus 
it has no loops or parallel arcs. Suppose X={x ,x x }, 
Y={y^,y2 y ) and Z={z^.z^,-.-,z^} be the parts of an 
oriented tripartite graph D and let odx(ody and odz) and idx 
(idy and idz) be the outdegree and indegree respectively of 
vertex x in X(y in Y and z in Z), Define a =q+r+odx-idx, 
b =p+r+ody-idy and c =p+q+odz-idz as the scores of x,y and 
z respectively. Clearly 0::i!a i 2(q+r), Or^ b S 2(p+r) and 
x y 
Q<c < 2(p-t-q).So the lists A= [a ,a , — ,a ],B=[b ,b , — ,b ] 
and C=[c ,c ,...,c ] in nondecreasing order are the score 
lists of D.We can interpret an oriented tripartite graph as 
a result of a competition between three teeuns in which each 
player of one team competes against everyone on the other 
two teams with ties (draws) being allowed.A player receives 
two points for each win and one point for each tie and with 
this scoring system, player x(y and z) receives a total of 
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a (b and c ) points. The presence of an arc from x to y is 
X y z 
denoted by x—>y and means x defeats y.Also xNy or yNx means 
neither x >y nor y >x. 
Definition 5.1. The lists A,B and C of non-negative integers 
are said to be realizable if there exists an oriented tripa-
rtite graph with score lists A,B and C. 
A triple in an oriented tripartite graph is an induced 
subdigraph with one vertex from each part. 
Now we have the following result. 
Theorem 5.2. Let D and D be two oriented tripartite graphs 
« 
with the same score lists. Then D can be transformed to 0 
by successively transforming appropriate triples in one of 
the following ways : 
either(a) by changing a cyclic triple x >y >z >x to a 
transitive triple xNyNzNx,which has the same score lists or 
vice versa; 
or (b) by changing an intransitive triple x >y >zNx to a 
transitive triple xNyNz< x,which has the same score lists, 
or vice versa. 
Proof. Suppose A,B and C are the score lists (in nondecreas-
ing order) of an pxqxr oriented tripartite graph D whose 
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parts are X,Y and Z. Let D be the oriented tripartite graph 
having parts X ,Y and Z . To prove the result, it is 
sufficient to show that D can be obtained from D by trans-
forming triples in any one of the ways as given in a,or b. 
Let the order of second and third part be fixed as q and 
r respectively.We use induction on the order of first 
part.The result is obvious if there is just one vertex in 
the first part.Suppose the result holds when there are fewer 
than p vertices in the first part.Assume that j and k are 
such that for l>j and m>k,1<j<l<q and 1<k<m<r,the correspon-
ding arcs have like orientations in D and D .For j and k we 
we have the following cases to consider (i)x >y. >z 
4( 4c 4C 4c 4c 4c 
and X Ny.Nz, , ( i i ) x Ny.< z. and x >y.Nz, , and ( i i i ) 
P J k ' p ' ^ j k p j k 
4( 4c 4c X — > y . N z , and x Ny . < — z. . P J k p ' j k 
4c 
For case (i), since x and x have equal scores, there-
P P 
4( 4c 4c 
f o r e x <—z. and x Nz. , o r x Nz. and x — > z . . So t h e r e i s a p k p k p k p k 
t r i p l e X — > y . — > z . — > x or x — > y . — > z . Nx in D and c o r r e s -P J k p p ' j k p 
4 C 4 C 4 C 4 C 4 C 4 C 4 C 4c 
ponding to these x Ny.Nz. Nx , or x Ny.Nz. < — x .respectively 
P J k p P J k p 
. * « « 
IS a triple in D . For (ii) we have x —>z. and x Nz. as x p k P k p 
and X are of equal scores thus there is triple x Ny.<— z. 
P P J k 
<—X in D and corresponding to this there is a triple x 
P p 
4t 4c « . 4C 4( 
—>y. Nz Nx in D .Finally, for (iii) ,since x and x have J k p p p 
« * 
equal scores, so x <—z, and x Nz. .Thus x —>y .Nz.—>x is 
p k p k P J k p 
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4c * 4c 4t 
a triple in D and corresponding to this x Ny,<—z. Nx is a 
P J k p 
triple in D . 
It follows from (i), (ii) and (iii) that there is an 
oriented tripartite graph that can be obtained from D by any 
one of the transformations a, or b with scores remaining 
unchanged. Hence the result follows by induction hypothesis. 
The following observation icmnediately follows from 
Theorem 5.1. 
Corollary 5.1. Among all oriented tripartite graphs with 
given score lists,those with the fewest arcs are transitive. 
Definition 5.2. A transmitter is a vertex with indegree 
zero. In a transitive oriented tripartite graph with score 
lists A=[a ,a a ],B=[b ,b b ] andC=[c ,c , ...,c ], 
any of the vertices with scores a , or b , or c may act as 
p q r 
a transmitter. 
The next result provides a useful recursive test 
whether the lists of non-negative integers form the score 
lists of some oriented tripartite graph. 
Theorem 5.2. Let A=[a^.a^,...,a ], B=[b^,b ...b] and 
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C=[c ,c ,...,c ] be three lists of non-negative integers in 
nondecreasing order.Let A'be obtained from A by deleting one 
entry a and B'and C be obtained by reducing 2(q+r)-a 
P P 
largest entries of B and C by 1 each, provided a ^ q+r, 
b < 2(p+r)-1 and c < 2(p+q)-1.Then A,B and C are score lists 
q r 
of some oriented tripartite graph if and only if A' ,B'and C 
are. 
Proof. Let A' , B'and C be the score lists of some oriented 
tripartite graph D' with ,parts X' ,Y'and Z' .Then an oriented 
tripartite graph D with score lists A,B and C can be obtained 
by adding a transmitter to X' that is adjacent to just those 
vertices of Y' and Z' whose scores are not reduced in going 
from A,B and C to A' ,B' and C . 
Conversely suppose A,B and C are the score lists of an 
oriented tripartite graph D with parts X,Y and Z.By Corollary 
5.1 any of the vertices x,or y, or z with scores a ,or b , 
P q 
or c respectively can be a transmitter.Let the vertex x with 
score a be the transmitter.Assume a 5: q+r, b i 2(p+r)-1 and 
P p q 
c ^2(p+q)-1 because (i) if a <q+r,then by deleting a we have 
r p p 
to reduce more than q+r entries from B and C which is absurd 
(ii) if b >2(p+r)-1 and c >2(p+q)-1, then on reduction 
b'=b -1>2(p+r)-1-1=2(p-1+r) and c' =c -1>2(p+q)-1-1=2(p-1+q) 
respectively,which in both cases is impossible.Let V be the 
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set of 2(q+r)-a vertices of greatest scores in Y and Z and 
let W=(YUZ)-V.Suppose x is adjacent to v ,v ,...,v. vertices 
of V in D.Then there exist exactly j vertices w ,w„ w. 
1 2 J 
of W not adjacent from x. Since D is transitive v.cannot be 
1 
adjacent to w..A1so w. cannot be adjacent to v.because taken 
1 1 1 
togather with the transitivity of D this would imply that the 
score of w.is greater than the score of v.,which is contrary 
to our assumption. So w.Nv, for all i.with v.and w^  not 
1 1 i 1 
belonging to the same part Y or Z.Thus we have x >v.Nw.Nx, 
1 1 1 
and if these are changed to xNv.< w.< x.the result is an 
1 1 
oriented tripartite graph with the same score lists,but in 
which the transmitter x is adjacent to all vertices of W and 
none of V.that is,the transmitter x with score a is adjacent 
P 
to q+r-(2(q+r)-a )=a -(q+r) vertices of Y and Z with least 
P P 
scores, completing the proof. 
Theorem 5.2. gives an algorithm for determining whether 
the lists A,B and C of non-negative integers in nondecreasi-
ng order are the score lists, and for constructing a corres-
ponding oriented tripartite graph. Let A=[a ,a ,...,a ], 
1 2 p 
B=[b ,b ,...,b ] and C=[c ,c^ c ] with a > q+r, b<2 
' t q 1 ^ r p 
(p+r)-1 and c^<2(p+q)-1, be the score list of an oriented 
tripartite graph with parts X={x ,x ,...,x } Y={y ,y 
. — . y } and Z={z ,2 ,...,z } respectively. Deleting a 
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and reducing 2(q-i-r)-a greatest ent r ies of B and C by 1 each 
P 
to form B'=[b' b' .. .,b' ] and C =[0'^  ,c' ... ,cj.]. Then arcs 
are given by x —>y . and x —>x. for which b.=b'. and c.=c' 
p j p K J J K K 
respectively. Now, if at least one of the conditions a ^ q+r, 
or b <2(p+r)-1 or c :^ (p+q)-1 does not hold,then we delete 
q r 
b ,or c for which the conditions get satisfied and the same 
q r 
argument is used for getting arcs.If this method is applied 
successively,then (a) it tests whether A,B and C are score 
lists, and if A,B and C are score lists (b) an oriented 
tripartite graph A(A,B,C) with score lists A,B and C is 
constructed. 
We illustrate this reduction and the resulting constru-
tion with the following example,begining with lists A , B 
and C . 
A^= [7,8,9] B^  = [8,8,8,9] C^ = [6,7,7,8,9] 
*2= 
*3= 
*4= 
*5= 
*6= 
*7= 
*8= 
*9= 
[7.8] 
16,7] 
[5,6] 
[4,5] 
[3.4] 
[3,4] 
£3] 
[3] 
=2 
"3 
\ 
h 
^6 
^ 
«8 
"s 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
s 
= 
= 
[7, 
[7, 
[7, 
[7] 
4> 
'P 
4> 
4> 
7, 
7, 
7] 
7, 
7] 
8] S 
S 
% 
^5 
^6 
S 
^8 
S 
X 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
=: 
[5,6,6,7,8] 
[5,5,5,6,7] 
[4,4,4,5,6] 
[3,3,3,4,5] 
[2,2,2,3,4] 
[2,2,2,3] 
[1.1,1,2] 
[1,1.1] 
u-
" 5 — 
U 
—'^^ 
->x^.X2 
> ^ 
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A = 4> 
10 ^ 
B = <i> 
10 ^ So= 
^ 
Figure 5 
[ 0 , 0 , 0 ] 
.1 
The oriented tripartite graph A(A,B,C) has the 
following property. 
Theorem 5.3. The oriented tripartite graph A(A,B,C) is 
transitive for any score lists A, B and C. 
Proof. Let A(A,B,C) be an oriented tripartite graph of order 
pxqxr with parts X={x^.x^,...,x }, Y={y^,y2 y } and 
Z=:{z ,z ,... ,z }. To prove this result, we fix the order of 
second and third part and use induction on the order of the 
first part,that is on p. Let A(A,B,C) be transitive with 
fewer than p entries, which is clearly true for p=1. If 
A(A,B,C) is intransitive for some score lists A,B,and C with 
p entries in the first part,then by induction hypothesis the 
Induced oriented tripartite graph A(A' ,B' ,C' )=A(A,B,C)-x is 
P 
transitive. So any intransitive triple in A(A,B,C) includes 
vertex x .Let y.,z, and x (j<q and k<r) form such a triple. 
P J k P 
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Thus it must be x —>z.—>y.Nx in A(A,B,C).since other cases 
P k 'j p 
are not possible.From the definition of A(A,B,C),x — > z and 
X Ny. implies that s < s .Also s' =s and s' =s -1. So 
s' < s' +1.Since A(A,B,C)-x is transitive,therefore z,—>y. 
z. y. ' • p k J 
k J 
gives odz,>:ody. + 1 and idz. S idy.-l in A(A,B,C)-x .Thus 
k J k J p 
s' ^s' +2, which is contrary to the earlier conclusion that 
k 'j 
s' <s' +1. Thus A(A,B,C) cannot have an intransitive triple 
^k ^j 
and the result follows by induction. 
Definition 5.3. Let D. be the oriented tripartite graphs 
with disjoint parts X., Y. and Z. for 1<i<t and let X 
1 1 1 
t t t 
=U X.,Y =U Y.and Z=U Z..Define the oriented tripartite graph 
1 . 1 . 1 
1=1 1=1 1=1 
D=[D ,D ,...,D ] with parts X,Y and Z obtained from D. for 
1<i<t such that the arcs of D are the arcs of D. and each 
1 
vertex of X. is adjacent to every vertex of Y. and Z, 1 J k 
for i>j and i>k, each vertex of Y. is adjacent to every 
vertex of X. and Z, for j>i and j>k and each vertex of 
1 k 
Z is adjacent to every vertex of X. and Y. for k>i and k>j. 
The next result gives a simple criterion for determining 
whether three lists of non-negative integers are realizable 
as scores. 
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Theorem 5.4. Let A=[a ,a ,...,a ], B=Cb ,b ,...,b ] and 
C=[c ,c c ] be lists of non-negative integers in non-
decreasing order.Then A,B and C are score lists of some 
oriented tripartite graph if and only if 
1 m n 
j ; a . + E b . + E c > 2(lm+mn+nl) . . . 5 . 4 . 1 
1=1 j = 1 k=1 
for 1<l<p, 1:<rn<q and 1:^ n<r,with equality when 1=p,m=q and r\=r. 
Proof. The necessity of the condition follows from the fact 
that the oriented subtripartite graph induced by 1 vertices 
from the first part, m vertices from the second part and n 
vertices from the third part has a sum of scores 2(lnH-mn+nl). 
For sufficiency, let A, B and C be the lists of 
non-negative integers in nondecreasing order satisfying the 
conditions 5.4.1. but A,B and C do not form the score lists 
of any oriented tripartite graph.Let these lists be chosen 
such that p,q and r are the smallest possible and a is the 
least for the choice of p,q, and r.We have two cases to 
consider. 
Cased) Suppose equality in 5.4.1 holds for same l<p,m[<q 
and n<r.That is 
1 m n 
E a. + J] b. + 2 c = 2(lm+mn+nl) ...5.4.2 
i=1 j = i J k=l *^  
Let A = [a ,a , . . . , a ] , B = [ b ^ , b ^ , . . . , b ] and 
i i < i p i i z q 
C^=[c^.c^,...,c^]. Clearly A , B and C satisfy the 
conditions 5.4,1 and by the minimality of p, q and r the 
n 
lists A ,B and C are the score lists of some oriented 
tripartite graph D .Define 
A^ = [a^^^-2(m+n), a^^^'^C^H-n) a -2(m+n)], 
and C„ = [c ^ -2(l+m), c ^ -2(l+m),..., c -2(l+m)]. 
2 n+1 n+2 r 
Consider the sum 
1 M N 
Z (a^ -2(m+n) + E (^+j-2(n+l )+ Z (c^^^-2(l+m)) 
i=1 j=1 k=1 
1+L m+N n+M 1 m n 
1=1 J=:1 k=1 1 = 1 J = 1 k=1 
-2L(m+n)-2M(n+l)-2N(1+m) 
> 2(l+L)(m+M)+(m+M)(n+N)+(l+L)(n+L))-2(lm+mn+nl) 
-2L(m+n)-2M(n+l)-2N(1+m) 
= 2(LM+MN+NL) 
for I^LSp-l, 1SM<q-m and ISNziJr-n, with equality for L=p-1, 
M=q-m and N=r-n.Thus the lists A„,B^ and C^ satisfy 
2 2 2 
conditions 5.4.1 and by the minimality of p,q and r, the 
lists A„,B„ and C„ from the score lists of some oriented 
2 2 2 
tripartite graph D . 
Let X.,Y. and Z. be the parts of the oriented 
1 1 1 
tripartite graph D. with the score lists A.,B. and C. for 
i=1,2. Suppose X=X^UX2, Y=Y^UY and Z=ZUZ.Define an 
oriented tripartite graph D with parts X,Y and Z and 
such that arcs of D are the arcs of D. and each 
1 
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vertex of X is adjacent to every vertex of Y and Z ,each 
vertex of Y^ is adjacent to every vertex of X, and Z, and 2 1 1 
each vertex of Z is adjacent to every vertex of X and 
Y .Thus we get an oriented tripartite graph D with the score 
lists A,B and C which is a contradiction.Case(ii)Suppose 
that the strict inequality holds in 5.4.1 for l?=p,m * q and 
n »^  r. Also assume that a ?=0. Let A = [a -1 ,a a +1 ], 
B = [b ,b ,...,b ] and C = [c ,c , — , c ].Obviously A ,B 
and C satisfy 5.4.1 and by the minimality of a ,the lists 
A ,B and C are the score lists of some oriented tripartite 
graph D with parts X , Y and Z (say). Let s = a -1 and 
8 = a +1.Since s > s there exists a vertex u either 
P P 1 
in Y^, or in Z^  such that either x >u >x ,or x Nu >x,, 
1 1 p 1 p 1 
or X >uNx^, or x NuNx^.in D, and if these are changed to 
p 1 p 1 1 
X NuNx^, or X < uNx . or x Nu< x^, or x < u< x^  
p i P 1 ' p 1* p 1 
respectively,the result is an oriented tripartite graph D 
with score lists A,B and C.This is again a contradiction 
completing the proof. 
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CHAPTER-6 
SCORE LISTS QF GENERALIZATIONS OF QRIENTED GRAPHS 
In this chapter the scores of oriented n-partite graphs 
are characterized. We give a constructive and existence 
criterion for the lists of n non-negative integers to be the 
score lists of some oriented n-partite graph. 
An oriented n-partite graph is the result of assigning 
a direction to each edge of a simple n-partite graph. Thus 
it has no loops or parallel arcs. Suppose X.={x.,x.,..., 
X, }, i = 1,2 n, be n parts of an oriented n-partite 
in, 
1 
graph D and let odx.. and idx.. , 1<j.^n., be the outdegree 
ij. ij. 1 1 
1 1 
and indegree respectively of a vertex x.. in x.. Define 
n i 
= E n. + (odx.. - idx. . -n.) as the score of x. . . 
X. . , ^ k ij . ij . 1 ij. ij. k=1 1 1 1 
s 
X . 
n 
Obviously 0<s < ( 2 r n. ) -n,. Thus the lists 
X. . .^^ k 1 
1J . k=1 
S . = [s ,, ,s .„,... ,s . ] in nonoe'-.reasing order are the score 
1 11 12 in. 
1 
lists of D. An oriented n-partite graph can be interpreted 
as a result of a competition between n teams in which each 
player of one team competes against everyone on the other 
teams with ties (draws) being allowed. A player receives 
two points for each win and one point for each tie and with 
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this scoring system, player x.. receives a total of s 
^^i ^ j . 
points. The presence of an arc from x,. to x is denoted 
1 k 
by X. . — > X. . meaning x. . defeats x. , and x, . N x. . or 
X. . N x. . means neither x. . —>x, . nor x, . > x. . , 
kj^ U . ij. kj^ kj^ ij. 
i,k=1,2,... ,n i?:k, i<j.<n.,1:^j.:^n .The n lists s., i = 1,2,..., 
n, of non-negative integers are said to be realizable if 
there exists an oriented n-partite graph with score lists 
S.,i=l,2,.,,»n. An r-string in an oriented n-partite graphs 
n>3,3<r<n, is an induced subdigraph with one vertex from 
one part. Define r-strings of the form 
x^ . — > x „ . —>x,. — > — > x^. — > x , or 
U , 23^ 3J3 rj^ U ^ 
u , 2J2 3J3 
X . N X, . (3<r<n,1<j <n ) 
to be intransitive as shown in Figure 6.1 and all other 
r-strings to be transitive as shown in Figure 6.2. Also 
X. . NX., means either x. . —>x, . or x. . N x, . ,i»<k. ij. kj^ ,j^ kj^ ij. kj^ 
^.L Xv X/ Xn Xi X, i/ / 
Figure 6.1 
Intransitive strings in oriented 4,5 -partite graphs 
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X, X. x< 
/-
h X. 
Figure 6.2 
Some transitive strings in oriented 4.5 - partite graphs. 
Now, we have the following result. 
Theorem 6.1. Let D and D be two oriented n-partite graphs 
(r^3) with the same score lists. Then D can be transformed 
to D by successively transforming r-strings of the form 
..NX x^  . N x^. N 
1 2 
N x, . to x, . N x^ . N 
rj^ U , U , ^ 2j2 ^ 
N X . N X, . , for every r,3<r<n, 1<j.<n., i = 1,2,...,n, or 
rj Ij ' 1 1 
<- r <- 1 
vice versa. 
Proof. Suppose S.,i =1,2,...,n, are the n score lists in non 
decreasing order of an n,xn„ x ... x n oriented n-part-
1 2 n 
ite graph D whose parts are X.,i=1,2,...,n. Let 0 be the 
oriented n-partite graph having parts X.,i=1,2,...,n. To 
« 
prove our result it is sufficient to show that D can be 
obtained from D by transforming r-strings as given above. 
Let the orders of second, third,..., nth parts be fixed 
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as n ,n ,...,n respectively and we use induction on the 
order of the first part, that is on n .Suppose the result 
holds when there are fewer than n vertices in the first 
part. Assume that there are p ,p ,...,p such that for 
*'2^'*2'S^^3"**' ^r^^r' ^-P^-^i-^i' i=2,3,...,n, the corres-
« 
ponding arcs have like orientations in D and D . For p ,p ,. 
..,p , we have x, N x„ N x, N ... N x in D and 
•- l"i 2P2 3P3 rp^ 
« * * * . J*^ ^- -.* 
X, N x^ N x^ N ... N X in D . Since x^  and x^  
In, 2p^ 3p„ rp 1n^ 1n^ 
1 •- 2 <- 3 <- <- r -> « ^ « ^ 
have equal scores,therefore x N x, and x N x^  . 
rp 1n^  rp 1n^  
r 1 r <- 1 
Thus there is an r-string x^  N x^ N x^ N ...N x N x^  
ln^  2P2 3P3 rp^ 1n^  
in D and corresponding to this there is an r-string 
« « « » « , « 
X, N x^ N x„ N ... N X N x^  in D . Hence there 
In, 2p„ 3p„ rp 1n^  1 <- 2 <- 3 <- <- r <- 1 
is an oriented n-partite graph that can be obtained from D 
by the given transformation with scores remaining unchanged 
and the result follows by induction. 
It is easy to see that every r-string (3<r<n) in an 
oriented n-partite graph can be considered as an ordinary 
oriented graph and by Theorem 6.2 [2] the scores of an r-st-
ring remain unchanged if its 3-strings (triples) of the form 
X. . N X, . N X . N x . . are changed to x. . N x. . N x . 
ij. kj mj ij ij kj. mj 
1 k m 1 i 4 - , k < - m 
NX.. , i ?=k ?=m, or vice versa. Thus Theorem 6.1 can be 
stated in the following way. 
Theorem 6.2. Let D and D be two orineted n-partite graphs 
(n>3) with the same score lists. Then D can be transformed 
to D by successively transforming 3-strings (triples) of 
- > - • - > 
the form x..Nx. . N x . N x . . t o x . . Nx, . N x . Nx.. 
ij. k j ^ m j ^ ij. ij. ^ k j ^ ^  m j ^ ^  ij. 
i.k.m = 1,2,...,n, 1<j^<n^, I^J^^n^ , 1<j|^ <nj^ , i?'k?'m, or vice 
versa. 
An oriented n-partite graph is transitive if its all 
r-strings 3<r<n are transitive. By Theorem 6.2 it follows 
that an oriented n-partite graph (r^3) is transitive if all 
of its 3-strings (triples) are transitive. Also from Theorem 
6.2, it is easy to see that of all oriented n-partite graphs 
with given score lists, those with the fewest arcs are 
transitive. A transmitter is a vertex with indegree zero. In 
a transitive oriented n-partite graph with score lists 
S.=[s.,s.,...,8. ] , i=1,2,...,n any of the vertices with 
scores s. can act as a transmitter. The next result in . 
1 
provides a useful recursive test whether n lists of non-neg-
tive integers form the score lists of some oriented 
n-partite graph. 
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Theorem 6.3. Let S.=[s.,s.,—,s. ], i= 1,2,....n be n 
list of non-negative integers in nondecreasing order. Let 
« « « 
S. be obtained from S by deleting one entry s and S ,S , 
1 1 _ i n ^ o 
n 1 
...,S be obtained by reducing 2 £ n - (s + n^)largest 
entries of S ,S , ...,S by 1 each provided S^^ > (j; "j)""^ 
n 
and s. < 2 r n. - (n.+ 1) for all i=2,3,...,n. Then S in. >^ J 1 1 
1 J = 1 , 
are score lists if and only if S. are. 
Proof. Suppose S. are the score lists of some oriented 
n-partite graph D with parts X., i=1,2,—,n. Then an 
oriented n-partite graph D with score lists S can be 
* 
obtained by adding a transmitter to X , that is adjacent 
to just those vertices of X ,X X whose scores are not 
« 
reduced in going from S. to S.. The converse part can be 
proved by using Theorem 4.2. 
Theorem 6.3 provides an algorithm for determining 
whether the lists S.,i=1,2,...,n of non-negative integers in 
1 
nondecreasing order are the score lists and for 
constructing a corresponding oriented n-partite graph. 
n 
Suppose S.=[s ,s.„,...,s. ],i=1,2,....n with s >(En.)-n^ 1 1 1 1 2 in. in^  . ^ J 1 
n 1 1 j=1 
and 8. <2 r n.-(n.+1) for all i= 2,3,...,n, be the score in. .*'^  J 1 1 J = 1 
lists of an oriented n-partite graph with parts X.={x.,,x. , 
i i1 i2 
n 
...,x. ]. Deleting s, and reducing 2 V n.-(3, +n,) larg-in^  ln^  J 1n^  1 
est entries of S^.S^,...,S by 1 each to form S^,S„, ,S 
2 3 n 2 3 n 
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Then arcs are defined by x^  —> x.. i= 2,3,... ,n, t^ j .in ., 
in ij., 1 1 
* . . ^ 
for which s.. = s. . . If at least one of the condition s, > 
ij. ij. In. 
n 1 1 n 1 
( r n.)-n^ and s. :< 2 T n.-(n. + 1), i=2,3,. .. ,n,doe8 not 
. . J 1 in. .^ J 1 j=1 ^ 1 j=1 
hold, then we delete S. for that i=2,3,..,n, for which the 
in. 
1 
conditions get satisfied. Now, if this method is applied 
successively then (a) it tests whether S.,i=1,2,...,n are 
score lists, and if S. are score lists (b) an oriented 
n-partite graph A(S.) with score lists S. is constructed. 
We illustrate this reduction and the resulting 
construction with the following example, beginning with 
2 1 1 1 lists S , S ^ , S^ , S,, S^, of an oriented 5-partite 2 3 4 5 
graph. 
sj=[11,13] Sg =[9,11] S^=[8,10,10] S^=[10,10,10] 
s;=[10,10,12] x^2-'X2^,X3^ 
S^=[ll] S2=[9,10] S^=[8,9,9] S^=[9,9,9] Sg=[9,9,11] 
S^=0 S2=[8,9] s|=[7,8,8] S^=[8,8,8] S^=[8,8,10] 
S^=0 8^ = [8] sj=[6,7,7] sj=[7,7,7] Sg=[7,7,9] 
sj=0 S2=[7] S^=[6,7] S^=[6,6,6] Sg=[6,6,8] 
S®=0 S2=[6] S®=[6] S®=[5.5.5] Sg=[5,5.7] 
sj=0 S2=[5] S^=[5] S^=[5,5] Sg=[4.4.6] 
S®=<^  S2 = [4] S®=[4] S®=[5] S®=[3.3.5] 
8^=0 S^=[3] S^=[3] 8^=0 S^ = [2.2.4] x^^X2^,X3^ 
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sj° =* S^° =[3] s;° =[3] s;° =# s;°=[2.2] 
s^ =4^ s^ =4> s^ =[2] s^ = <^  Sg =[1,1] 
12 12 12 12 12 
S; =<^  S^ =0 S3 =0 S^^=0 Sg =[0,0] 
Figure 6.3 
Oriented 5-partite graph with score lists [11,13], [9,11] , 
[8,10,10][10,10,10],[10,10,12] constructed by using the 
algorithm. 
Let D be the oriented n-partite graphs with disjoint 
P t 
parts X . for 1^ p:^ t, i=1,2,...,n. Suppose Y,= U X . 
Define an oriented n-partite graph D=[D ,D ,...D ]with parts 
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Y. such that the arcs of D are the arcs of 0 and each 
1 P 
vertex of X . is adjacent to every vertex of X . for i>j and 
pi qj 
P J^ q, j = 1,2,...,n, q=1,2 t. 
» 
The next result gives a criterion for determining 
whether n lists of non-negative integers are realizable as 
scores. 
Theorem 6.4. Let S.=[s. ,s, ,...,s. ], i=1,2,...,n, n be 
i 
lists of non-negative integers in nondecreasing order. Then 
S. are score lists of some oriented n-partite graph if and 
only if 
K 
n i n-1 n 
L E s > 2 E E k k 
i = 1 j=1 ^ i = 1 j = i+1 '^ 
for all lists of n integers k,, 0<k.<n., with equality when 
1 1 1 
k. = n. for all i. 
1 1 
Proof. The necessity of the condition follows from the fact 
that the oriented n-partite graph induced by i vertices for 
n-1 n 
i = 1,2,...,3, 1<k. :<n., has a sum of score 2 J^  ^ k.k.. 
^ ^ i = 1 j=i+1 "• -^  
The sufficiency can be proved by using Moon's theorem 
on n-partite tournaments [33]. The sufficiency can also be 
proved by using Theorem 4.4. 
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